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Birding is the bimonthly members’ magazine of the American Birding Association. Coverage in Birding
extends to all topics having to do with the awareness, understanding, and appreciation of wild birds
and their habitats. Identification, conservation, and basic biology are major thematic emphases for
Birding. Along with Birding, all ABA members receive the quarterly magazine Birder’s Guide, with
each issue focusing on a particular theme or topic.

Birding Online
Birding and the ABA provide a wide array of e-resources for the association’s membership, as well as for
the broader birding community. Get access to all ABA publications, including Birding, at publications.
aba.org. From there, you are just one click away from the current issue of Birding (including expanded
online content) and a complete run of all recent issues of Birding. Also get access to Birder’s Guide (all
issues) and North American Birds (subscriber username required), plus The ABA Blog, the American
Birding podcast, Listing Central, and classified ads.

Instructions for Contributors
Birding welcomes contributions from all members of the birding community. We solicit contributions
on anything having to do with wild birds and their habitats, and we particularly favor contributions
that focus on North America, the joy of birding, and nature study in the digital era. If you are interested
in contributing, an excellent first step is to acquaint yourself with Birding and the ABA membership.
Browse Birding Online (publications.aba.org) to view recent content. Then contact Editor Ted Floyd
(tfloyd@aba.org) with an idea or proposal, and we’ll go from there.
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A B O U T T H E C O N T R I B U TO R S
Kylee Wiseman’s love of birds is surpassed only by her love of painting. These two passions have culminated in
her desire to create vibrant art that’s also sensitive to realistic bird anatomy and field marks.
A recent high school graduate, Kylee will pursue an art degree at George Fox University near
her home in Lake Oswego, Oregon. ➤

➤ Award-winning actress Lili Taylor serves on the boards of the ABA and the National Audubon Society. A broadly engaged birder, she reaches out through writing and other media, at
bird festivals, and in schools. Taylor loves birding anywhere on Earth—especially around her
home in New York City.
Luke Maillefer is based in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, where he is pursuing undergraduate degrees in Zoology and
Digital Studies at the University of Wisconsin. In his free time, Maillefer likes making videos and spending time in the
community. He has plans to go to Antarctica one day. ➤

➤ Diego Blanco, 17, lives in Altadena, California. He is active in Western Field Ornithologists
(WFO), the Pasadena Audubon Society, and the ABA. He volunteers at the Moore Lab of Zoology at Occidental College in Los Angeles, and enjoys illustrating birds and other dinosaurs;
he was a youth scholarship recipient at the August 2017 WFO convention in Colorado.
Madelyne Ray is a 16-year-old birder who lives just outside Philadelphia. When she is not
busy with school or competing in track meets, she is out enjoying nature. Although she has
been birding for only three years, she has traveled to many places across the ABA Area to do so. Ray is an aspiring
veterinarian or ornithologist. ➤

➤ Trysten Loefke grew up with and lives surrounded by endangered species in the San
Diego area of California. He is an avid ornithologist and frequent lecturer at local Audubon
chapters. Loefke’s passion and expertise are the birds and wildlife of Great Britain. He is a recent high school graduate and plans to study conservation biology at university.
Peter Pyle is an ornithologist and marine biologist who has studied the ecology of the
birds, pinnipeds, and sharks of California, of Hawaii, and throughout the Pacific. He specializes in bird molt and its use in aging birds. Pyle currently works for the Institute for
Bird Populations in Point Reyes Station, California. ➤

➤ Mia McPherson enjoyed film photography, but when digital cameras were invented, her love for bird photography deepened because of the instant results she could obtain. McPherson
got seriously passionate about bird photography while living in Florida, and, after her move to the West in
2009, she has spent much of her time photographing birds in Utah and Montana.
Johanna Beam is a sophomore at St. Olaf College in Minnesota, double-majoring in
Biology and Studio Art. She is interested in population genetics and scientific illustration, and has had artwork commissioned by Colorado Field Ornithologists. Beam is the ABA–Leica 2017 Young Birder of the Year. ➤

➤ Charles Hagner is the former editor of BirdWatching magazine, a contributor to the book
Good Birders Still Don’t Wear White, and a writer and editor specializing in climate change, the environment, and
wildlife conservation. He is a board member of the Wisconsin-based Western Great Lakes Bird
and Bat Observatory.
Rick Wright, Book Review Editor at Birding, writes and reads obsessively about birds, birding,
and birders—not necessarily in that order. Wright lives in northern New Jersey with his wife,
Alison Beringer, and their lab, Gellert. His upcoming VENT tours include birds-and-art excursions to Venice, Provence,
Tuscany, Brandenburg, and Salzburg. ➤
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Page Six
Let’s Be Honest About Something, or, The Best Thing In Birding Magazine

N

ew York City is my guilty pleasure. For
starters, the birding there is ridiculous:
warblers in Central Park, sandpipers
at Jamaica Bay, skimmers and oystercatchers out the back window of a busy bayside
diner. I love the trains and taxis and tall
buildings. I love the crowds, the anonymity,
and retreating to the bowels of Penn Station
with its unlimited offerings of junk food and
newspapers—regarding which, I confess a
special fondness for Nathan’s Famous hot
dogs and the New York Post, respectively.
Sure, it’s easy to diss the Post as silly and sensationalistic. But, actually, a great deal of the
content is well written; and the sports section is the ne plus ultra of that genre. I once
saw a guy enter a stall in the men’s room at
Lincoln Center, the New York Post tucked
under his arm. That’s about as authentically
New York as you can get.
One of the most popular and notorious
features in the Post is the gossip column,
“Page Six,” so named because it used to appear on—wait for it—p. 6. Did you know
that Birding magazine also has its own Page
Six? I’m serious. Flip to p. 6 of this issue, “About the Contributors.” Flip to p. 6
(sometimes p. 8) in any recent issue of Birding, a sort of field guide plate to the folks
whose contributions fill the magazine.

P

roducing “About the Contributors” is one
of the high points—call it a guilty pleasure—of my work with Birding and the ABA.
We’ve run the column for 14 full years now,
and I’ve personally solicited the bios of well
over 500 contributors. Many of them require
a fair bit of effort. (“What part of ‘50 words’
wasn’t clear?” “No, we don’t want a photo of
the back of your head.”) No matter. I love
this column, not only because it’s so much
fun, but also because it so credibly captures
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the experience of being a birder.
I’ve said it before, and I’ll say it again: Birding magazine is fundamentally about people.
People who are crazily, inspiringly devoted
to and obsessed with the study, understanding, and appreciation of wild birds. Articles
in Birding can, and often do, get pretty deep
into the arcana of ornithology. Check out
Peter Pyle and Mia McPherson’s article, beginning on p. 58, to see what I mean. Nevertheless, something bewitchingly humanistic
shines through their writing. I know Peter
and Mia, and I can tell you that their easygoing personalities permeate their ponderings
about aberrant Eared Grebes. Those two
love birds and science and nature, and they
want to share that passion with you.
Don’t get me wrong: I make no apologies
for the serious and sometimes scholarly presentation of content in Birding. I mean, what
do you expect with contributions from such
heavyweights as Peter Pyle, Rick Wright (p.
70), and Charles Hagner (p. 68)? And it will
be a matter of just a few years before teen
birders Johanna Beam (p. 66), Diego Blanco
(p. 36), and others are producing original scientific literature. Oh. Wait. They already have.
Johanna and Diego—and all the authors
and artists in this issue—have contributed
in one way or another to my technical understanding of ornithology, but they’ve also
affected me in another, deeper way: In their
personal interactions with me, they’ve affirmed and strengthened my sense that we
are all fellow travelers in this birding life.
Get to know them. Their stories appear on
Page Six.

A B O U T T H E C O N T R I B U TO R S
Marie Read grew up in England, began wildlife photography in East Africa, and lives near Ithaca, New
York. Her images and articles are featured in magazines, books, and calendars worldwide. While pursuing photography part time, Marie worked at the Cornell Lab of Ornithology as photo/illustrations
editor, turning to full-time photography and writing in 2005. ➤
➤ Bridget J. Stutchbury is Distinguished Research Professor and Graduate Program Director at York University, where her lab has pioneered the use of geolocators for elucidating songbird migration. Stutchbury is the author of numerous scientific articles and several
books, including the acclaimed Silence of the Songbirds (Walker Books, 2007).
Lauryn Benedict is Associate Professor of Biological Sciences at the University of Northern Colorado. She studies the vocalizations and behavior of wild birds, and she teaches
courses on ornithology and animal diversity. You can often find her observing
and audio-recording wrens on the public lands of northern Colorado. ➤
➤ Karan Odom is a Postdoctoral Researcher with the Cornell Lab of Ornithology and Leiden University in The Netherlands. Odom studies the function and evolution of female and
male birdsong, combining comparative approaches and fieldwork. She enjoys observing and audiorecording birds in Puerto Rico and many other locations for her research.
Elisa Yang is a 16-year-old birder and aspiring ornithologist living in Southern California. She enjoys
anything involving birds and biology. In her free time, Yang works on writing, photography, art, and projects for the California Young Birders Club
(californiayoungbirders.weebly.com). She looks forward to being a writer for
birding and ornithological publications. ➤
➤ In this issue of Birding, we say farewell to Diana Doyle, who has headed up the magazine’s
“Tools of the Trade” column since 2011, dispatching from her desk on a live-aboard cruising boat
(birdingaboard.org). Doyle has also written conservation and bird behavior articles for BirdWatching, Bird Watcher’s Digest, and the ornithological societies of Minnesota and Florida.
Carrie Laben grew up in western New York and earned a master of fine arts degree amid the mountains of Montana. She now lives in Queens, where she spends her time
searching for unexpected birds in out-of-the-way public parks. Her work
has appeared in such venues as Montana Naturalist, Clarkesworld, and
Camas. Laben blogs at 10,000 Birds. ➤
➤ High school senior Marky Mutchler is an ornithologist with expertise in flight calls, subspecies,
and conservation. Mutchler has been the recipient of various birding and ornithology awards, and
she was the 2015 ABA Young Birder of the Year. Her work has appeared in art galleries, with the Missouri Department of Conservation, and in several magazines.
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Contributors to the April 2017 issue
hailed from L.A. and NYC, from Missouri, Ontario, and The Netherlands,
and even a houseboat in the ocean.
They were young and old, students
and professionals, essayists and photographers, scientists and storytellers,
and more. Despite all this diversity,
they were united in their fascination
with birds and ornithology.
A B O U T T H E C O N T R I B U TO R S
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got seriously passionate about bird photography while living in Florida, and, after her move to the West in
2009, she has spent much of her time photographing birds in Utah and Montana.
Johanna Beam is a sophomore at St. Olaf College in Minnesota, double majoring in
Biology and Studio Art. She is interested in population genetics and scientific illustration, and has had artwork commissioned by Colorado Field Ornithologists. Beam is the ABA–Leica 2017 Young Birder of the Year. ➤

➤ Charles Hagner is a former editor of BirdWatching magazine, a contributor to the book
Good Birders Still Don’t Wear White, and a writer and editor specializing in climate change, the environment, and
wildlife conservation. He is a board member of the Wisconsin-based Western Great Lakes Bird
and Bat Observatory.
Rick Wright, Book Review editor at Birding, writes and reads obsessively about birds, birding,
and birders—not necessarily in that order. Wright lives in northern New Jersey with his wife,
Alison Beringer, and their lab, Gellert. His upcoming VENT tours include birds-and-art excursions to Venice, Provence,
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M I LESTO N ES
compiled by Ioana Seritan
Do you have a birding milestone to share with other ABA members? Please email Birding Associate Editor Ioana Seritan
(iseritan@aba.org) and clearly indicate your name, your place of residence, your e-mail address, and the exact details of your
milestone: the bird, the date, and the location. Please write in the third person. Do you have a photo of your milestone bird or
experience?—Please send it along! Also, feel free to complement your submission with a very brief anecdote or commentary.

Editor’s Note: ABA members voted in late 2016 to expand
the ABA Area to include Hawaii, but the ABA Checklist
has not yet been revised to include the Hawaiian avifauna.
The ABA Checklist Committee expects to publish a revised
ABA Checklist in the December 2017 issue of Birding. Until then, ABA members’ Birding milestones referring to the
ABA Area should comply with the continental definition of
the ABA Area.
Daryl Bernard of Dryden, Michigan, led a Seven Ponds Nature Center field tour to Colorado in June and had what
he exuberantly called an all-caps “GREAT TRIP!” The trip
garnered 56 species for Daryl, including a Lewis’s Woodpecker that he saw with 2016 Big Year birder Christian
Hagenlocher on Tuesday, June 27, 2017 near Buena Vista,
Colorado, for his 400th ABA Area bird. Some of his other
highlights were Long-billed Curlew and Mountain Plover at
Pawnee National Grassland, Greater Sage-Grouse in North
Park, White-tailed Ptarmigan in Rocky Mountain National Park, and even a sighting of Birding Editor Ted Floyd in
Daryl Bernard saw this Lewis’s
Woodpecker for his 400th ABA
Area species at the end of a very
successful trip to Colorado. Photo
by © Christian Hagenlocher.

the wild when Ted joined the group one morning for a trip
down Old Saint Vrain Road near Boulder.
On Saturday, June 10, 2017, Don Burlett of Oxford, Michigan, saw world bird #5,000, a White-fronted Falconet along
the Menanggul River in Borneo. The special aspect of this
sighting was that it happened with field trip leader Dave
Stejskal, Don’s personal milestone man. Dave has been
Don’s leader for milestones including #3,000 (Blue-rumped
Pitta in 2008 in Vietnam), #3,500 (White-eared Catbird in
2010 in Papua New Guinea), #4,000 (Ratchet-tailed Treepie
in 2014 in Thailand) and now #5,000. Some combinations
just work out special. When the October issue went to press,
Don had 5,124 species on his list. Now, onward to #5,500!
Chris Doughty, a longtime member of the ABA and a resident of Melbourne, Australia, recorded his 2,000th Asian
species when he observed a Laysan Albatross on Wednesday, May 31, 2017 while sailing just off the coast of Russia’s
Kamchatka Peninsula.
Jim Eager, of Cape Canaveral, Florida, finally ticked off his
#1 birding bucket list item, which was to visit Arizona, when
he traveled to that state this spring to attend the Southwest
Wings Annual Birding and Nature Festival in Sierra Vista.
His first life bird in Arizona was a Hooded Oriole, seen a
couple of miles from the Tucson Airport in a Circle K convenience store parking lot. Jim also chased and photographed
the Code 4 female Streak-backed Oriole in Bob Rodrigues’s
yard in Portal on Tuesday, May 2, 2017 for life bird #491.
His 500th life bird was a Buff-breasted Flycatcher during a
Wednesday, May 3, 2017 field trip to Carr Canyon, where
he also saw the Code 5 Tufted Flycatcher. Jim ended his 10day trip with 39 life birds and raised his ABA total to 527.
Twenty-five years after tallying the Wandering Tattler as
#500 in San Pedro, California, Brad Gambill of Columbus,
Ohio, recorded the California Quail as his 600th species
Continued on page 12
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During his first-ever trip to Arizona, Jim Eager stopped by Bob Rodrigues’s
yard in Portal to see this Streak-backed Oriole. Photo by © Jim Eager.
Continued from page 10

during a recent birding trip in and around Half Moon Bay,
California, that added 13 lifers to his list. The 600 mark is
an accomplishment achieved by three generations of Gambills, and the celebratory milestone occurred Sunday, August 13, 2017, just two days before Brad’s 40th birthday.
Monday, June 5, 2017 was an eventful day for Len Kopka
of Simpsonville, South Carolina, starting with a lifer Blackheaded Gull on the Danube River in Budapest, Hungary. He
spent the rest of the day birding in the agricultural areas
south of Budapest and tallying up 58 more lifers. Significant
among those was a Reed Warbler for his 1,000th bird. Len
ended the day with Golden Oriole, Red-footed Falcon, and
Great Spotted Woodpecker as #1,039, #1,040, and #1,041,
respectively.

This Buff-breasted Flycatcher in Carr Canyon, Arizona,
was Jim Eager’s 500th life bird. Photo by © Jim Eager.

Washington. Joyce arrived at Crockett Lake on the island
at about 5:30 p.m. to find the bird feeding close in, giving excellent binocular and scope views. This 700th ABA
Area species couldn’t have been any better, because it was
also a new bird for her Washington state list and could be
tallied just ahead of the 2017 AOS Supplement. With the
lump of the Thayer’s Gull into the Iceland Gull complex, she
thought she might need to achieve her 700th a second time.
Continued on page 14

On Thursday, June 1, 2017, James Marcum of Virginia
Beach, Virginia, participated in a Seabirding pelagic trip run
by Brian Patteson out of Hatteras, North Carolina, and saw
a Black-capped Petrel for his 700th ABA Area bird. A bit
later in the day, he observed a Band-rumped Storm-Petrel
for #701. The following day, a Fea’s Petrel became #702.
As soon as Joyce Meyer of Redmond, Washington, read
the ABA Rare Bird Alert on Facebook on Saturday, July 8,
2017 that a Red-necked Stint had been seen a couple of
hours from home, she headed north to Whidbey Island,
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The moment Joyce Meyer heard that this Red-necked Stint had
appeared only a couple of hours from her home, she rushed over
to Whidbey Island, Washington, to record it as her 700th ABA Area
bird. Photo by © Mike West.
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Continued from page 12

To avoid this, she traveled to the South
Hills of Idaho, where she saw the Cassia
Crossbill on Friday, July 21, 2017. The
recent split from the Red Crossbill keeps
her at 700.
On Wednesday, March 29, 2017, Molly
Pollock of Tucson, Arizona, recorded her
500th Arizona life species when she saw
the state’s second White Wagtail. The
bird was found earlier in the day at the
Ajo Sewage Ponds in the middle of the
Sonora Desert.
On Monday, September 19, 2016, Bill
Shepherd of Little Rock, Arkansas, identified his 600th ABA Area species: one of
a group of four California Gnatcatchers
in San Diego County, California. Bill had
the help of his guide, Wes Fritz.
James Sigsbee of Miami, Florida, saw a
Przevalski’s Pinktail on the Tibetan Plateau on Monday, June 12, 2017. With
this representative of the family Urocynchramidae, James has completed his
decade-long effort to observe all 237
Clements-compliant bird families. This
bird was among 98 life species James
saw on the trip, leaving him with a world list of 6,755.
Rick Taylor started birding in Vero Beach, Florida, with
his dad Jack and brother Chris in May of 1980. Now living in Austin, Texas, and retired, he has joined the Travis
Audubon Society and put a new emphasis on his favorite
pastime. On Friday, July 14, 2017, he got a special tour of
Westcave Preserve near Austin, where his nemesis, the Acadian Flycatcher, had been heard. Through deep, overgrown
canopy, Rick was lucky enough to spot the flycatcher for his
600th ABA Area bird.
Wanting to make ABA Area bird #600 memorable, Todd
Wills of Monterey, California, rearranged his birding plans
for Michigan, Ohio, and New York so that a visit on Wednesday, May 24, 2017 to Hartwick Pines State Park in Michigan
resulted in a Kirtland’s Warbler as his 600th species. His two
weeks of birding tallied up to 148 bird species, of which 25
were warblers and nine were life birds. His exploration of
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Since retirement, Rick Taylor has renewed his passion for birding, culminating in his recent milestone of 600 ABA Area birds.
Last summer, Rick and his wife drove 15,000 miles from Austin,
Texas, to Alaska and back, seeing 17 life birds along the way. This
photo is from a pit stop on the Summit Pass in British Columbia.
Photo by © John G. Taylor.

amazing birding places in North America continues, and the
search for #700 begins.

On Saturday, May 13, 2017, Rob Woodward of Sierra Vista, Arizona, and his three companions found a Five-striped
Sparrow in California Gulch, Arizona, for ABA Area life bird
#599. Later that evening, they heard, but did not see, Buffcollared Nightjar. Undeterred, on Wednesday, May 17, 2017
Rob searched for and saw a Slate-throated Redstart in Pinery
Canyon in the Chiricahua Mountains in southeastern Arizona
for his 600th ABA Area bird. “Since I moved to Arizona four
months ago,” Rob says, “I have added 18 ABA Area life birds.”
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A Birding Interview with Lili Taylor

A

ward-winning actress Lili Taylor built her professional reputation on gutsy performances in a string of indie films, TV dramas, and stage productions, including “Mystic Pizza,” “The Haunting,” “The Conjuring,” “I Shot Andy Warhol,” “Six Feet
Under,” and “American Crime.” On a more personal level, she is on a mission to spread the joy of birding and help save the

planet. Despite a busy acting schedule, Taylor makes time to serve on the ABA and Audubon boards of directors, write thoughtful
essays about birds for the likes of the New York Times, participate in bird festivals—and go birding.
In this candid interview, Taylor delves into her app-happiness, the future of the ABA, the connections between acting and birding, and the kids who make it all worthwhile.

—Noah Strycker

Birding: Please tell us about your birding life—when and how Birding: How do digital technologies—especially social media
you got started, where you go birding around home in Brook- and smartphone apps—make birding better for you?
LT: The iPhone is an indispensable tool for birding. I find it
lyn, and what birds you’re seeing.
Lili Taylor: I’ve always loved birds, but I would say my birding especially helpful because I travel a lot and I always have evtook off in a more serious way first with the internet and then erything I need. Here are some of the apps I use: Google Maps,
with the iPhone. I didn’t realize there was a community of bird- Dark Sky, Compass, the BirdsEye Bird Finding Guide, the Sibers out in the world that shares information. I
ley eGuide to Birds, the iBird Ultimate Guide
can go anywhere in the world, go online, and
to Birds, Peterson Birds of North America,
find birders in that area who know where the
iGT Pocket, Merlin Bird ID, NOAA Hi-Def
birds are. Equipped with an iPhone, I have
Radar, eBird, Mammals of North America,
access to maps, weather, guide books, Twitand The Warbler Guide. Whatever city I’m
in, I look up the local Audubon chapter webter, and bird groups.
When I’m in the city, I bird mostly in
site as well as the ABA listerv for that state. I
Prospect Park (I’m a member of the Brookalso join the Yahoo bird group if I’m going to
be there awhile.
lyn Bird Club) and the southern half of
Central Park. But I’m a big believer in birdBirding: What is it like to be on the ABA
ing anywhere. I love when I see a bird in
Board? What do you see as the biggest chalthe city, other than a House Sparrow—I
will even “watch” them, though my feellenges and opportunities for the ABA?
LT: The ABA was one of the first bird groups
ings toward them are complicated. Just
I joined and the very first board I was invited
the other day, I heard and then located a
to be on. I like the collaboration and hard
White-breasted Nuthatch. Last fall a group
thinking that happens on the board. I think
of pigeons circling above led my eye to a
ABA
Board
member
and
actress
one of the challenges for the ABA is to recRed-tailed Hawk. During migration, I try
Lili Taylor connected with the
to make it to the top of the Empire State
ognize the unique services it provides to the
community of birders through the
Building. Migration in any form is, for lack
birder that other organizations cannot. How
of a better word, awesome. To be up with internet and her iPhone, rekindling
can we help bring birders together? Are there
an interest in birds from childhood.
the birds as they are going and coming is a In her view, one of the ABA’s biggest other ways we can help birders find birds?
gift. The city has more meaning to me beHelp with IDing them? What is different now
challenges is to provide services
in the birding world and how do we need to
cause my eyes and ears are now attuned to
to birders that other organizations
adapt? It’s good stuff to be thinking about.
cannot. Photo courtesy of © Lili Taylor
the wild inhabitants as well.
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Birding: Beyond the ABA, what special contributions do you hope to make for birds and
birding?
LT: Getting kids excited about birds is something I’m focused on. I have a kid, so I’m already infiltrating. I take her class out on bird
walks. When she’s with friends, I slip in bird
stuff here and there. I knew I’d succeeded
when a kid who was on the class bird walk
stopped me on the sidewalk a year later, to tell
me he saw a robin in his backyard. Friends
and neighbors of mine notice birds now. They didn’t even know
they were there before my bird inculcation. And of course, being on the boards of the ABA and Audubon has given me direct
ways to contribute to birds and birding.

The most beautiful bird the interviewee ever
encountered was a Pileated Woodpecker.
She enjoys watching all kinds of birds—even
House Sparrows, though her feelings for them
are “complicated.” Photo by © Geoff Malosh.

Birding: How does your birding affect your
acting, and the other way around? Do your
movie and TV colleagues know you’re a
birder?
LT: If I had to name one of the most important qualities to the art of acting, it is the ability to listen.
Birding has made me a better actor because I think my capacity to listen is deeper now. Birding has heightened my senses
overall, and that would have to affect my acting in some way.

At home in New York City, birding helped Lili Taylor see the urban jungle
in new ways. “The city has more meaning to me,” she says.
Photo courtesy of © Lili Taylor
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I try not to apply my preconceived notions when studying nature, but to simply look and observe without naming or
theorizing. I’ve noticed I try and apply
that same state of mind in working on
a script or acting in a scene. I try to tell
anyone and everyone I work with about
birding. What better way to get the word
out than through famous people!
Birding: Can you share a few of your experiences with birds in acting roles?
LT: At the end of “The Conjuring,” hundreds of different dead birds are lying on
the ground. This is a perfect example of
how I can spread the good news about
birding. I was looking at the dead birds on
the ground. It was clear I was really looking at them. I was curious and concentrated—qualities that often strike interest in
others. A small group gathered. We were
looking at a stuffed Red-bellied Woodpecker and then I heard a live one. I had my bins on me—always a
good conversation starter—and located it. That little group got
to see a dead bird up close, hear that same bird, and then see
the live one. Pretty cool.

The interviewee spreads the good
news about birding wherever she
goes—even on the set. At the end
of shooting the movie “The Conjuring,” she shared a “pretty cool”
Red-bellied Woodpecker encounter
with her colleagues. Photo by © AF
archive/Alamy Stock Photo.

One of the best things about
birding is that birds are everywhere. No place has to be boring ever again. Birding has revolutionized the way I spend my
time while away on location. I
get to really know the places I
visit. While others were hanging in the hotel, I saw a Wallcreeper in the south of Bulgaria; 1,250 Chimney Swifts
swirling into a school chimney
in Austin, Texas; 300,000 hawks
pass over at the Corpus Christi Hawk Watch; and 500,000
Snow Geese in Bosque del Apache National Wildlife Refuge.
Birding: You once played a bird, Doris Fairfeather, in an animated picture, “Penguins Behind Bars”! How
did you find your bird voice?
LT: I have to respect the character I’m playing
and that of course extends to playing a penguin.
Doris Fairfeather is a living, feeling creature and
I began from that place. It doesn’t matter if it’s
a cartoon or an animal—I need to treat it as if
it’s real.
Birding: What is the most beautiful bird you
have ever encountered?
LT: I was stunned when I first saw the Pileated
Woodpecker. The fire red head against crisp
black and white.

Emmy Award winner Lili Taylor, shown here as Claire Coates in the TV drama
“American Crime,” says that birding has heightened her senses and made her a
better actress. Photo by © American Broadcasting Companies, Inc./Eric McCandless.

Birding: Which bird species—living and
dead—would you most like to see, and why?
LT: I would love to see any kind of albatross.
They’re mysterious to me. Almost like a spirit.
They live on or over the water more than on
land and they’re not fish. They have a hard
white head with a deep charcoal swath over the
Continued on page 20
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ABA Event

Birding Rally:
South Florida
Birding in South Florida in the spring is a bit like playing a slot machine

When: April 26–30, 2018

rigged in your favor. You don’t know exactly how it’s going to work out,

Where: Homestead, Everglades
National Park, and the Upper Keys

surrounding agricultural areas, the Florida Bay ecosystem, the upper

Cost: $1195

see great birds. Reliable birds include Wood Stork, White-crowned

but odds are something good will happen. Between the Everglades, the
Keys, and various parks and neighborhoods in Miami, it is hard to not
Pigeon, Roseate Spoonbill, Purple Gallinule, Swallow-tailed Kites and
Black-bellied Whistling Duck. Other jackpot residents include American

Keys & Dry Tortugas
Extension

Flamingo, Snail Kite, Mangrove Cuckoo, Cable
Sable Seaside Sparrow, Short-tailed Hawk,
Shiny Cowbird and Smooth-billed Ani.

When: April 30–May 2, 2018
Where: Key West and Dry Tortugas

For more details and registration, go to:

Cost: $900

events.aba.org
eve n t s @ a b a . o r g • 8 0 0 . 8 5 0 . 2 47 3
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Continued from page 18

eye, and an enormous wing span. The oldest living bird
is an albatross.
I’m a sucker for high-volume bird events—whether it
be the cranes in Nebraska, Snow Geese in New Mexico,
or a crow roost in Vancouver. I’m heartbroken that we
will never get to see the ginormous flocks of the Passenger Pigeon. This passage by Muir always gets me: “I have
seen flocks streaming south in the fall so large that they
were flowing over from horizon to horizon in an almost
continuous stream all day long, at the rate of forty or fifty
miles an hour, like a mighty river in the sky, widening,
contracting, descending like falls and cataracts, and rising suddenly here and there in huge ragged masses like
high-plashing spray.”
Birding: But you hate House Sparrows. Where did that Celebrity status helps Lili Taylor reach out to people wherever she goes, including bird festivals. Here, she hangs out with “Birdchick” Sharon Stiteler at
come from?
the Biggest Week in American Birding at the Black Swamp Bird Observatory
LT: The House Sparrow story is quite long so I won’t go in northern Ohio. Photo by © Jeffrey A. Gordon.
into it here, but I wrote an essay about it in Good Birders
Still Don’t Wear White. Suffice to say, I spent a whole summer LT: The birding tribe has some great qualities: curiosity, stickwaging a war with a House Sparrow over a bluebird nest box.
to-it-ness, capacity for joy, and a sense of adventure. A festival
brings the tribe together to do their favorite thing—bird. It’s a
win–win.
Birding: What draws you to bird festivals?

The interviewee is drawn to the mysteries of albatrosses—such as
this Laysan Albatross off Hawaii Island—and hopes to see one in
the wild someday. Photo by © Geoff Malosh.
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Birding: Does your star power help you get your political messages across? How do you relate the joy of birding to bigger
issues like saving the planet?
LT: I’m actually not convinced about the efficaciousness of the
celebrity stuff. For instance, it appeared that during the election of 2016 celebrity activism was backfiring. I think it can
be a tool, but I’m not sure about the best way to use the tool.
I heard about a video on social media of Jon Hamm helping
a hummingbird find its way out of his house. I never saw the
video, but I’m told that people in the room were freaking out
and he calmly took hold of the situation and helped the hummer to safety. There are a few components to that story I find
interesting—it was authentic, spontaneous, and dramatic, and
there was a solution. The most important part is authenticity:
If that’s not there, I don’t think the conveyance of the message
will be as effective.
I believe it’s the joy of birding that could actually help save
the planet. If you can get people to notice a bird, it opens up
possibilities to notice other things—weather, insects, trees,
and, inevitably, climate change. If people can get to know even
a bird or two in their area, there’s a chance they will see how
that bird is impacted by its environment. And because this bird
is now on their radar, they may take some action to help it if
it’s in trouble.
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Paul Hess
Natrona Heights, Pennsylvania • phess@salsgiver.com

Should We Be Concerned About
a Parasite Named the Whydah?
A breeding male Pin-tailed Whydah is among the most dazzling birds in the ABA Area. Alas, it does not belong here.
This whydah, an African species imported for the pet trade,
has established breeding populations from escaped or released birds. Alas, too, it is an obligate brood parasite that
lays its eggs only in other species’ nests.
So far, its American population is largely limited to southern California, primarily in Orange and Los Angeles counties, where it is known to parasitize nests of only one other
species, the Scaly-breasted Munia. This is another introduced
bird whose population is well established in those counties.

John F. Garrett and Kimball L. Garrett (no relation) first
documented the munia as a host in the December 2016
issue of Western Birds (47:314−322). Interestingly, the
munia is a native of the Indian subcontinent far from the
whydah’s natural range, and so its parasitism by the whydah is a novelty.
California’s whydahs are usually seen displaying in habitats similar to munia’s. John Garrett first observed a female whydah investigating several munia nests in Orange
County and then saw a female entering an abandoned
nest on two occasions. Nesting was confirmed in Irvine,
Orange County, on July 29, 2014, when Jeff Bray photographed an adult munia feeding a juvenile whydah. Subsequent searches by John Garrett and Bray produced many
more munias feeding whydahs.
Might whydahs expand parasitism to other local hosts?
below: The adult male Pin-tailed Whydah is a spectacular and desirable

cage bird. Unfortunately, this species is an obligate brood parasite, and
escaped or released males and females are mating in southern California.
The only species proven to be a parasitized host in the region so far is
another exotic bird, the Scaly-breasted Munia. El Toro Memorial Park, Lake
Forest, Orange County, California; October 3, 2015. Photo by © Jeff Bray.
left: An adult female Pin-tailed Whydah looks nothing like the male and
is sometimes mistaken for a sparrow. Fairhaven Memorial Park, Santa
Ana, Orange County, California; February 8, 2014. Photo by © Jeff Bray.
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Two species known as hosts in their native ranges, the
Bronze Mannikin and the Orange-cheeked Waxbill, are frequently seen in southern California, but neither has been
proven to breed there. Whydahs have also been seen investigating Northern Red Bishop nests, but there is no evidence
of parasitism. Garrett and Garrett note that three native cardueline finches, the Lesser Goldfinch, American Goldfinch,
and House Finch, nest in the same areas as whydahs but are
considered unlikely candidates. They build open-cup nests,
whereas all known hosts of the whydah build domed nests
with side entrances.
The whydah has attracted attention in Florida, where Bill
Pranty and Valeri Ponzo discussed it in 2015 (Florida Field
Naturalist 43:160−166). Confirmed records are scattered
widely from the southeastern counties to the far western
Panhandle. No breeding has been documented, although
Scaly-breasted Munias nest in the state.
Robert Crystal-Ornelas, Julie
L. Lockwood, Phillip Cassey, and
Mark E. Hauber used a statistical analysis to evaluate the roles
of climate, habitat, and proven or
potential host species in the U.S.,
Hawaii, and the Caribbean where
Pin-tailed Whydahs occur. Availability of acceptable host species
is paramount, according to their
2017 report in The Condor: Ornithological Applications (tinyurl.
com/whydahs). Three of those
hosts occur in the continental
U.S.—Orange-cheeked Waxbill,
Bronze Mannikin, and Scalybreasted Munia—the very species Garrett and Garrett discuss
in their article. As did Garrett and
Garrett, these authors note that no
one knows whether the whydah is

“capable of making the jump from their usual small finch
hosts” to any of the New World’s native birds.
Birders can have an important scientific role by reporting
the whydah’s occurrence, behavior, and possible parasitism.
The Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County, where
John Garrett is a volunteer and Kimball Garrett is Ornithology Collections Manager, explains how in its blog (tinyurl.
com/whydahs-munias): “If you see Pin-tailed Whydahs
entering birds’ nests or young whydahs being cared for by
other birds, take a picture or jot down some notes and send
them to nature@nhm.org or upload observations to eBird.”

The Flamingo’s Balancing Act
Is a Marvel of Biomechanics

Those of us who cannot master yoga’s Tree Pose must wonder how a spindly legged flamingo can stand on one leg

Everybody knows that flamingos can
stand for long periods of time on one
leg, but much less appreciated is that
stand-ing on one leg is actually more
stable than standing on two. Recent
experiments by two experts in biomechanics demonstrate the anatomical
structures enabling an effortless onelegged posture.
American Flamingo. Zoo Leipzig,
Germany. Photo by © Reinhold Necker.
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One leg or two? Thermoregulation evidently plays a role. Flamingos stand longer on one leg in cooler water than in warmer water. Cool water
draws away body heat; one leg out of water lessens the loss. This flamingo in warm water does not face heat loss. (Note: The “knee” joint that
would stabilize a one-legged stance is visible just below the body; the lower joint corresponds to the ankle.)
American Flamingo. Galapagos Islands; July 2017. Photo by © Alvaro Jaramillo.

without apparent effort. For long periods. Even sleeping.
How does the bird do this, and why?
Young-Hui Chang at the Georgia Institute of Technology
and Lena H. Ting at Emory University, experts in biomechanics, sought both answers using two experiments based
on anatomy and physics. The results, published in Biology
Letters in 2017 (tinyurl.com/flamingo-balance), demonstrate anatomical features that had been suggested as long
ago as 1835.
That pioneering observation came in a monograph titled
A Familiar History of Birds by Edward Stanley, the Lord Bishop of Norwich in England, who in 1835 wrote, “…what is
required, is some contrivance to keep the leg firm, that it
may not give way, in consequence of any swinging or balancing motion of the body, which would inevitably overset
the sleeper.” He described in detail a structural combination
of leg bones and ligaments that could automatically stabilize
the body with little or no muscle fatigue.
Chang and Ting vindicated the good bishop 182 years
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later by employing a computerized “force plate,” a device
designed primarily for studying humans’ balance, gait, and
sports performance. The tool measures key components of
force and balance on a vertical and two horizontal axes.
First the researchers used American Flamingo cadavers
from the Birmingham Zoo in Alabama. They propped a bird
stiffly on the plate with its “knee” joint directly under the
body’s center of gravity—exactly how the flamingo stands in
life. When they tilted the body forward and backward, the
joint’s anatomical structure kept the leg fixed in place, maintaining balance and stability passively. Little or no muscular
activity would be necessary. Even when the bird sleeps, the
vertical force of gravity alone could maintain its balance.
In a second experiment, Chang and Ting placed live Chilean Flamingos from Zoo Atlanta resting one-legged on a
force plate. Whether the birds were awake or asleep, the
balance of forces and moments was automatic. The analysis
further demonstrated something utterly counterintuitive to
our human experience: The flamingo is more stable on one
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leg than on two!
That could be reason enough to
prefer one leg over two, but Matthew
J. Anderson and Sarah A. Williams
suggested another in a 2010 paper in
Zoo Biology (tinyurl.com/why-one-leg).
They observed more flamingos standing on one leg in water than on land.
In addition, more stood on one leg as
water temperatures decreased. This
points to thermoregulation, to lessen
heat loss. One leg in cool water keeps
the bird warmer than two do.
Laura C. Bouchard and Matthew J.
Anderson enlarged that view in 2011
in the Journal of Ornithology (tinyurl.
com/legs-and-weather). Atmospheric
temperatures and heat index were correlated with one-legged resting. As
weather cooled, flamingos spent longer on one leg than on two, suggesting
a role for conserving body heat. The
authors noted a contrasting correlation
with wind speed. Flamingos tended to
stand on two legs on windy days, when
muscle activity was more important
than passive balance.
Of course, preserving heat and balance need not be mutually exclusive
adaptations. Reinhold Necker, a retired
professor of avian physiology in Germany, chronicles the 82-year-old history of such research in an extensively
illustrated online essay (tinyurl.com/
one-legged-history). His list of 25 references shows that we are by no means
alone in our fascination.

above: Advances northward by the Blue-winged Warbler into the Golden-winged Warbler’s

breeding range have accelerated the two species’ opportunities for hybridization. The Bluewinged is genetically and perhaps behaviorally dominant, two conditions that may be partly
responsible for a widespread Golden-winged population decline. Game Lands Number 189,
Beaver County, Pennsylvania; May 2016. Photo by © Geoff Malosh.
below: The Golden-winged Warbler has not fared well in the face of advancing and hybridizing

Blue-winged Warblers. Nevertheless, despite widespread interbreeding, most “good” Golden-wings
have maintained their distinct and characteristic colors and patterns of plumage in the head and
under-parts. Scotia Barrens, Centre County, Pennsylvania; June 2013. Photo by © Frank Izaguirre.

Two Close Sister
Species Are Far Apart
in Color and Winter
Look at their faces. The strikingly
different colors and patterns make
it hard to imagine that the Goldenwinged Warbler and the Blue-winged
Warbler share 99.97% of their genomes.
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In a famous 1951 paper in The Wilson Bulletin, Kenneth C. Parkes at the
Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology explained the inherited features
of hybrid Brewster’s Warbler and much rarer Lawrence’s Warbler in
unprecedented detail (tinyurl.com/Parkes-1951). He emphasized the
importance of field observations as well as genetic hypotheses to
understand effects of the two species’ interbreeding. Middleton Township, Columbiana County, Ohio; June 2016. Photo by © Geoff Malosh.

The Brewster’s Warbler was first explained in terms of genetic
inheritance as a distinctive hybrid with the Golden-winged Warbler
in a 1908 paper by John Treadwell Nichols in The Auk (tinyurl.
com/Nichols-Auk). He emphasized two prominent characters
differentiating the hybrids: the color of the under-parts and the
presence or absence of a black throat patch. Crawford County,
Pennsylvania; May 2012. Photo by © Jeff McDonald.
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That 0.03% evidently is responsible for the difference,
according to a 2017 paper in Current Biology by David P.
L. Toews, Scott A. Taylor, Rachel Vallender, Alan Brelsford, Bronwyn G. Butcher, Philipp W. Messer, and Irby
J. Lovette (tinyurl.com/plumage-genes). Their analysis,
based on the birds’ entire array of nuclear DNA, uncovered only six tiny regions of divergence. All but one of
the differentiated regions appear to be involved in feather
pattern and pigmentation in the face and body plumage.
The role of the sixth is uncharacterized, perhaps foretelling more discoveries to come.
The authors describe those results with appropriate enthusiasm: “In the warblers, the finding that so few genes
are likely responsible for such dramatic differences in coloration across multiple feather tracts is both unexpected
and exciting.”
The paper’s title also includes a bit of undiscovered
knowledge that remains to be seen: “Plumage Genes and
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Saving the Golden-winged Warbler

Little Else Distinguish the Genomes
of Hybridizing Warblers.”
What about the “little else”? A little might possibly mean a lot, perhaps in migration behavior, if findings by a team of researchers from
Cornell University and the Fort
Drum Military Installation in New
York are an indication.
Ruth E. Bennett, Sara Barker
Swarthout, Jeffrey S. Bolsinger,
Amanda Rodewald, Kenneth V.
Rosenberg, and Ron Rohrbaugh focused on a single Golden-winged
Warbler and Blue-winged Warbler
population at Fort Drum. Assuming these birds also differed at only
a minuscule part of their genomes,
they predicted that these birds
might share similar migration timing and wintering locations, too.
The Bennett team’s findings
surprised them. The results, published in 2017 in the Journal of
Field Ornithology (tinyurl.com/
warbler-genes), suggest the opposite of their prediction.
The researchers attached lightlevel geolocators, those now-familiar devices that track and record migration routes and stopovers, to ten
male Golden-winged Warblers, ten
male Blue-winged Warblers, and
five male hybrids during May and
June 2015. In the following spring
two of the Golden-winged, four of
the Blue-winged, and two of the
hybrids were recaptured and their
geolocators’ data were analyzed.
Surprisingly, the two Goldenwings wintered in Colombia, well
outside the known Blue-winged
winter range. All four Blue-wings
wintered in the Yucatan Peninsula of Mexico or the western tip of
Cuba, where Golden-wings are rare
or absent in winter. One hybrid
wintered in the western tip of Cuba
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A matter of life and death shadows the scientific studies of Golden-winged Warbler genomics, plumage color,
and migration. It is the species’ precipitous population crisis.
North American Breeding Survey data show a 68% decrease in Golden-wing numbers counted across the
breeding range in the U.S. and Canada between 1966 and 2015. Much worse, in the Appalachian region, count
numbers crashed 99% during that same period. (Meanwhile, the survey shows stable Blue-winged Warbler
numbers across the breeding range and in the Appalachians.)
What is the Golden-winged Warbler’s problem? Recent hybridization and genetic dominance by Bluewinged Warblers expanding into the Golden-winged breeding range have been conventionally considered
important factors in many areas. The view is that hybridization arose in the 1800s as the two species came into
contact as a result of habitat changes caused by humans.
However, the research by Toews and his colleagues suggests that Golden-winged and Blue-winged warblers
have been hybridizing for many millennia. The Toews team says its new findings are not inconsistent with that
view because recent hybridization could simply be an extension of long-term interbreeding.
Loss of Golden-winged habitat is now the prevailing view, and conservation programs, particularly in the
Appalachians, are addressing the Golden-winged Warbler’s major hazard: loss of specialized breeding habitat.
Its preferred nesting sites are in early-successional vegetation—a patchwork of shrubs, saplings, and scattered
trees within and at the edge of forests. Changing agricultural practices, forest maturation, and land development have all contributed to the losses. New efforts are essential to create and restore the necessary habitat.
This spring the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Natural Resources Conservation Service announced a fiveyear conservation strategy to encourage and support private landowners in managing suitable habitats in the
Appalachian region (tinyurl.com/Golden-winged-conservation).
In their 2017 paper on migration, Ruth Bennett, Gunnar Kramer, and their colleagues call attention to another serious problem faced by neotropical migrants: extensive losses of habitat on their wintering grounds
in Latin America. Addressing this concern, the American Bird Conservancy is working with public and private
partners across the winter range to restore Golden-winged Warblers’ preferred habitats during the long nonbreeding season.
Loss of the Golden-winged
Meanwhile, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is evaluating
Warbler’s specialized breeding
a petition to list the Golden-winged Warbler as Endangered or
habitat—a mixture of shrubs,
saplings, and scattered trees—
Threatened under the Endangered Species Act. If the Service
is suggested by recent research
denies listing despite the critical loss of habitat, encouragement
as an important cause of this
of private land owners—who are estimated to own 70% of the
species’ population crash in the
Appalachian areas needing restoration—may be the only hope
Appalachian Mountain region.
for saving this species.
Habitat restoration programs
favoring the Golden-winged
Warbler are in action there.
South-central Pennsylvania;
June 2016. Photo by © Darin
McNeil–Cornell University.
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and the other in north-central Nicaragua.
Travel time differed greatly, too. In both spring and fall
migrations, the Golden-wings took three weeks longer to
migrate than the Blue-wings and the hybrids.
Though their sample sizes were small, Bennett and her associates speculate that the Fort Drum birds’ contrasting migratory behavior and nonbreeding distribution “may reflect
retained genetic differences despite the remarkably similar
genomes.” The team recommends similar studies with larger
sample sizes from other sympatric breeding populations to
test whether their results can be generalized.
Great variations in migration behavior also occur among
different populations within the Golden-winged Warbler
species. Gunnar R. Kramer and eight colleagues used geolocators to track annual movements of 21 Golden-wings from
breeding populations in Minnesota, Tennessee, and Pennsylvania. They report the results in another 2017 paper (The
Condor: Ornithological Applications; tinyurl.com/Goldenwinged-migration).
Minnesota birds wintered from southern Mexico to central Nicaragua, Tennessee birds wintered along the border of

ABA Event

northern Colombia and Venezuela, and Pennsylvania birds
wintered in north-central Venezuela. The Pennsylvanians
migrated 4,000 kilometers per year farther than the Tennesseans and 5,000 kilometers farther than the Minnesotans.
Large collaborations of researchers continue to examine
possible links between particular genes and migration behavior. Toews explains three possibilities to Birding readers:
(1) The uncharacterized genes in that sixth region of divergence between the two species might actually govern migration; (2) The same genes associated with plumage might also
be influencing migration; and (3) Migration genes might be
lurking, undiscovered, elsewhere in the genome.
The human genome famously differs only three percent
from those of bonobos and chimpanzees. That difference,
perhaps seeming minor at first thought, obviously means a
tremendous lot. Now think about two much more closely
related avian species, those beautiful “-winged warblers.”
The idea that only three hundredths of a percent might be
responsible for substantial differences, not only in color but
also in migration behavior crucial for survival, is wondrous
in its own way.

• The Pribilof Islands: Often called the “Galapagos of the North.” St. Paul
Island hosts some of the largest colonies of alcids in the world, as well as the
largest Northern Fur Seal colony in the world. Expect to see Asian vagrants

Birds of Alaska
A Breeding Extravaganza
and Asiatic Vagrants

along with the resident species. Huge colonies of seabirds, including Parakeet,
Least and Crested auklets; Horned and Tufted puffins; Thick-billed and Common murres; Northern Fulmar; and Black-legged and Red-legged kittiwakes.
• St. Lawrence Island: High Arctic and Asian vagrants are the draw at Gambell.
Northwest Point usually yields Arctic Loon, Yellow-billed Loon, Dovekie,
Emperor Goose, and Ivory Gull as well as many other seabirds and ducks.

When: May 19–30, 2018
Where: St. Paul Island (Pribilofs),
Gambell on St. Lawrence Island,
Nome on the Seward Peninsula

The centuries-old bone yards often hide vagrant passerines, e.,g, Eurasian
Bullfinch, Hawfinch, and Common Cuckoo.
• Nome: Accessible only by boat and airplane, Nome is a fascinating and challenging destination. We’ll cover the prime birding areas along the seacoast,
the high tundra and, if time permits, the only boreal forest on the Seward

Hosts: High Lonesome BirdTours

Peninsula. Rareties include the Rock & Willow ptarmigans;

Cost: $7550

Bristle-thighed Curlew; Bar-tailed Godwit; Red-necked
Stint; Aleutian Tern; Gyrfalcon; Bluethroat; Eastern
Yellow Wagtail; White Wagtail; and others.

For more details and registration, go to:

events.aba.org
eve n t s @ a b a . o r g • 8 0 0 . 8 5 0 . 2 47 3
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A trip that didn’t quite get
to its intended destination

Luke Maillefer
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
lukemaillefer@gmail.com
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S

itting on a rocky hill, our group gazed
at the picturesque view in front of us. A
pounding waterfall sending thousands of
gallons of water every second lay in front, and
behind were the famous peaks of Torres del
Paine rising at impossible angles. Andean Condors soared in the sky and llama-like guanacos
grazed in the distance. Someone behind me
jokingly inquired, “Where are we again?”

This isn’t Antarctica—where the author was
supposed to go! But a detour to Torres del
Paine National Park, southern Chile, offered
other rewards. Photo by © Montgomery Gilchrist.
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A

couple years ago, my high school physics teacher, Mr.
Botella, announced that he had special news. He proceeded
to explain an amazing opportunity for three students at our
school to go with him to King George Island, Antarctica. Mr.
Botella’s students would meet up with a group of Chilean students in Chile and then fly to Antarctica to learn about scientific research going on there. Walking home that day, I remember
feeling dizzy with excitement. Being an outdoor enthusiast and
amateur scientist myself, I knew that this would be the trip of a
lifetime for me. It was hard to believe that an opportunity this
cool had come to our small school in Wisconsin. After pouring
my heart into an extensive application, I waited and hoped
for the best. Three weeks later, I found myself, along with two
young women, part of the U.S. National Science Foundationsponsored 2014 Joint Antarctic School Expedition.
After about a week of nonstop adrenaline, I finally calmed
down and began preparing for the trip. I studied up on the
birds of King George Island: three species of penguins and a
variety of interesting tubenoses. Technically, the trip had little
to do with birds, but any good birder knows how to twist a
trip into a bird expedition. After counting down the days of
our cold Wisconsin winter, the departure date finally arrived.
Leaving the Madison airport, we were in high spirits, oblivious
to what the next two weeks had in store. After airports, and
flying, and more airports, and more flying, we finally arrived
in the coastal city of Punta Arenas, nestled at the bottom of the
long and spindly country of Chile.
As we rode through the city, bright-colored houses greeted
us, contrasting with the gray sky and ocean. We met the ChilPenguins! Even though the trip never made it to Antarctica, an
excursion to Isla Magdalena provided superb opportunities
to study the enchanting Magellanic Penguin.
Photo by © Luke Maillefer.
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ean students and checked into a small hostel. The language
barrier quickly came into play, but we were united by our love
of science. We were to spend a couple nights in the city and
then take a short flight to Antarctica to spend the next four
days doing scientific activities and visiting research stations.
That was the plan.
As I learned quickly on this trip, things do not always go as
planned. We were quickly introduced to hostel food. It wasn’t
my favorite. Don’t get me wrong: I enjoy chicken noodle soup
with biscuits, but not after six straight meals of it. I began to
feel ill a few days into the trip, as did a couple Chilean students. The next day, 12 more people were sick. Long story
short, the organizers of the trip came together and decided
that for our safety and the safety of researchers in Antarctica,
we would not go. My heart sank to the ground. Going to Antarctica had felt like a dream for so long and had just started to
feel real. And to go this far just to have the trip canceled was
heartbreaking, to say the least.
“We’re not going to see penguins anymore,” someone muttered. That really hit me hard. Seeing a penguin had been sort
of a symbol of the trip; no one goes to Antarctica without seeing a penguin. We found ourselves only two hours away from
King George Island but unable to get there. We were to be
stranded in Chile for a week until our flight home.
But we weren’t going to let a little thing like a missed flight
ruin our trip. By Tuesday night, we had planned out a week’s
worth of excursions.

R

iding on the bus to our first destination, Torres del Paine,
I reflected on how, as a birder, nothing is more frustrating
than looking through a window while doing 70 mph and trying to identify birds—especially if you have no experience
with the birds of the region. In my naiveté I had researched
only the birds of Antarctica and had completely overlooked
the birds of Chile. About once every five minutes some sort
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of interesting bird was sitting on a fence waiting to be identified, but not by this guy. Finally, I spotted a group of familiar
pink-looking birds wading in a faraway pond. Flamingos! We
stopped the bus to get a better look at the bright pink birds. I
was completely clueless that flamingos live in southern Chile,
and I vowed on the spot to buy a bird book. We stopped at
a small rest stop and I spent a ridiculous amount of money
to get a small brochure of the local birds. I was penniless but
triumphant. Nothing could stop me now! Flipping through
my new book, I was amazed by the abundance and variety of
birds native to Chile, from seedsnipes to siskins. I knew the
next five days would be a birding adventure unlike any I had
ever had before.
We continued toward Torres Del Paine until our driver spotted a promising sign: “Milodon Cave.” We merged right and
after a few minutes of gravel road we arrived at a small national
monument. The main cavern was the size of a football field,
stalactites hanging down from the gaping opening like teeth.
Outside the cave we saw a Lesser Horned Owl perched in a
small crevice. It was surprising to see an owl in broad daylight
and we delighted in our good fortune at espying this large,
nocturnal predatory raptor. Walking through the parking lot
on the way back I watched a Chilean Flicker fly overhead. The
bird was “just” a flicker, but its prominent barring and bright
whitish eyes were so different from the flickers back home.
The birding was really starting to pick up! Tiny Thorn-tailed
Rayaditos and larger Dark-faced Ground-Tyrants flew around
the brush. Austral Thrushes chirped in the distance. Walking
around looking at all the interesting birds reminded me of
when I had first began birding, and every bird I saw was new
to me—and wonderful.

top to bottom:

Like its northern counterpart, the Southern Caracara
abounds in shrublands. Photo by © Luke Maillefer.
Ostrich-like Lesser Rheas, known locally as ñandúes, were
among the roadside sights on the long drive to Torres del
Paine National Park. Photo by © Luke Maillefer.
Guanacos, related to camels, are common in the
open country of Patagonia. Photo by © Luke Maillefer.

C

ontinuing on the drive, we saw Southern Caracaras and
herds of sheep everywhere. Also, every once in a while we
would see a large, llama-like animal standing 3–5 feet tall. We
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found later that they are called guanacos. Back to the birds. I
spotted a few Lesser Rheas, known locally as ñandúes. They had
long legs and necks like ostriches—but not as large. The flat,
endless plains were beautiful, but also soporific, and I drifted
off to sleep. When I woke up, the plains had transformed into
hilly slopes, growing taller and taller. We approached the hills
until we found ourselves staring at the centerpiece of the park,
the four granite towers of Torres del Paine. The towers rocketed up into the sky, jutting out from the earth. Torres del Paine
National Park was first recognized in 1959 and is now known
as one of Patagonia’s major attractions and one of Chile’s largest national parks. And the park is home to wildlife.
Is it ever! Besides the magnitudes of birds are many protected animals such as pumas, gray foxes, and South Andean deer.
Andean Ruddy Ducks in a glacial lake and Austral Parakeets in
the forest canopy were some of the highlights for me. We overnighted near a lake, where I saw Black-necked Swans, Southern Lapwings, and a variety of waterfowl. I’ll never forget the
view of Torres del Paine and the crazy winds that came with
it. But it was time to move on, and we were ready to embrace
our next adventure 200 miles distant, on a small island off the
coast of Punta Arenas.

we had come for. And then suddenly they came into view. Tiny
black-and-white dots waddling around near the edge of the
water. Penguins! We were seeing penguins after all—not Antarctic penguins, but, rather, Magellanic Penguins, one of the
three species of penguins breeding in Chile. The island was
home to some 69,000 breeding pairs. Each pair had their own
burrow where they laid their eggs and nested. It was fascinating to be able to get within three feet of these diminutive waddling birds and it felt right to be able to still see penguins after
missing Antarctica. The island was also full of scavenging birds
like Chilean Skuas and Southern Giant Petrels.
After the excursion, we were faced with a departure the very
next day. We left with sadness. But there was a lot to be happy
about. In just a week’s time I had experienced amazing scenery
and incredible wildlife. Tropical flamingos and waddling penguins, colorful parakeets and giant petrels—what an implausible combination! It was like something out of a dream. But it
was real, the trip of a lifetime and a birding adventure unlike
any other. And who knows!—One day I might even make it to
my intended destination.

A

I am grateful to the U.S. National Science Foundation, through
the Joint Antarctic School Expedition, for financing my trip
to Chile.

fter a two-hour barge ride, the small island called Isla Magdalena rolled into sight. We squinted our eyes to see what
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The buildings of Punta Arenas, Chile's jumping-off point for Antarctic flights, are a colorful destination of their own. Photo by © Encrier.
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My Life With Birds

Of dinosaurs, Elegant Quail, and the pursuit of science
Diego Blanco

Altadena, California
dblanco18@students.polytechnic.org
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T

he discovery in 1860 of the famous Archaeopteryx
in the limestone quarries of Germany first illustrated similarities in anatomy between modern birds
and dinosaurs. Since then, an incredible number of
fossil discoveries of feathered and bird-like dinosaurs
have demonstrated more similarities and evolutionary
connections.

BIRDING • OCTOBER 2017

The fossil record and a vast array of evidence from bird and
dinosaur anatomy make a compelling case for the classification of all birds as theropod dinosaurs, meaning that, contrary to popular belief, dinosaurs did not become extinct at
the end of the Cretaceous Period. The dinosaur legacy lives
on in the spectacularly successful and diverse lineages of
birds today.

A Passion for Nature
I have been interested in dinosaurs for as long as I can remember. These creatures from a time so far from our own and yet
a fundamental part of our history remain a source of interest
and wonder for me. My life with birds, however, started independently of my interest in other dinosaurs. When I was nine
years old, my mother took me to a local bookstore, where I
noticed a book displayed near the register. It was small and
orange, with a Western Bluebird on the cover and a compact
speaker attached. I decided to purchase a copy.
I was fascinated by the audio component of this Backyard
Birdsong Guide, and spent hours reading about the birds
and listening to their songs. Eventually, I began to recognize songs of birds I heard around me, and started making
sketches and illustrations of those I saw, as well as birds from
around the world that I found interesting. My library of bird
books grew, as did my passion for learning about birds, ornithology, and the natural world as a whole.
It was only later that I made the connection between the dinosaurs that had always
fascinated me and the Northern Mockingbirds and Mourning Doves that I saw in my
yard every day. I began to learn about birds
from a scientific and global perspective. After
several years of armchair enthusiasm, I took
on the challenge and excitement of birding
in the field. I credit the Pasadena Audubon
Society with first giving me the opportunity to get out in the field birding. When I
joined, I was able to go on field trips with
experienced birders who provided mentorship and advice.

art invaluable as a means of learning about bird identification and anatomy, but it also has taught me that my interest
lies in the confluence of art, science, and appreciation for the
natural world and Earth’s history.
My interest has also led to several internships, projects,
and trips revolving around ornithology, biology, and paleontology. I have interned at the Natural History Museum of Los
Angeles County’s ornithology lab and toured the Ornithology
Collection at Harvard University’s Museum of Comparative
Zoology. I’ve written articles for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, the Pasadena Audubon Society, and Mensa youth
publications, and I’ve participated in an ongoing research
project with zoologist Peter Bloom of Bloom Biological, Inc.,
on the biology of raptors. Last summer, after submitting an
application, I received a Western Field Ornithologists scholarship that allowed me to take part in a birding research trip
to the Central Sierra along with several eminent ornithologists and birders.
Also during the summer, I visited the Black Hills Institute of Geological Research in South Dakota. There, I met
with Peter Larson, a prominent fossil collector and head
of the team that discovered the famous Tyrannosaurus
specimen named “Sue,” and Robert Bakker, author of
one of paleontology’s most influential texts, The Dinosaur
Heresies. Recently, I completed a research project at Occi-

A Serious Birder
Having been a “serious” birder now for
about three years, I am constantly trying to
improve on my experience and learn more
about birds and ornithology. I’ve found the
practice of field sketching and its relative,
bird illustration, exceptionally rewarding
and effective as learning tools. Not only is
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Diego Blanco is fascinated by the biology of dinosaurs—extinct species like the ones
depicted here, as well as the extant dinosaurian lineage known as birds. left: Sinornis
santensis (ca. 126 million years ago) with prey. Watercolor and ink on Strathmore sketch
paper by © Diego Blanco. above: Utahraptor ostrommaysorum (ca. 126 million years
ago). Watercolor and ink on Strathmore sketch paper by © Diego Blanco.
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dental College involving a species of Mexican bird called
the Elegant Quail.

Answering the Call
In 2014, I started a club at my high school to promote interest in dinosaurs and birds. It was on a field trip with the
club and the Pasadena Audubon Society in late 2015 that I
first saw Occidental’s ornithology collection and met the collections manager of the Moore Laboratory of Zoology, James
Maley. I inquired about potential volunteer or research opportunities, and in early 2016 I began volunteering at the lab.
My work consisted of preparing and archiving specimens,
and determining how many of the birds of Mexico were represented in the collection. When Western Field Ornithologists put out a call for scientific papers in anticipation of
their upcoming annual conference, I decided to submit an
abstract and embarked on a research project with Dr. Maley.

An Evolutionary Puzzle
The Elegant Quail (Callipepla douglasii), a primarily groundliving bird related to pheasants and partridges, inhabits
a limited range west of Mexico’s Sierra Madre Occidental
mountain range. It is “polytypic,” comprising a nominate
subspecies (douglasii) and four other subspecies. One subspecies inhabits the northern end of the bird’s range, and the
others, the central and southern divisions. Dr. Maley and I
planned to study the plumage patterns and anatomical mea-
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surements of the five subspecies to determine the degree of
geographic variation among them. Our ultimate goal was
to provide a clearer picture of the species by assessing this
variation.
We began by selecting from the Robert T. Moore collection those specimens that were suitable for our analyses. As
most of specimens were obtained in the early 1930s, several
were damaged and the data associated with them obscured.
We eliminated from our study any damaged specimens, as
well as juvenile birds that provided no useful anatomical or
plumage characteristics. We then created spreadsheets on
which to store the data for all specimens in the study.
After recording the wing, tail, tarsus (lower leg), and beak
length measurements of each bird, we recorded each specimen’s subspecies as indicated by its tag, as well as its sex,
age, and collecting location. We then set out to assess the
plumage characteristics of each specimen; we assigned each
specimen to subspecies based solely on established plumage
characteristics, regardless of the subspecies identified on the
tag or the location where the specimen was collected. Then
we compared the results of the analysis with what the bird
was “supposed” to be based on geography.
We created box plots showing measurements for subspecies by tag, subspecies by plumage characteristics, and subspecies by geography.
Of all the measurements, we found that only tail length
differed statistically among subspecies, which indicated that
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The author’s analysis of
specimens in care of the
ornithology collection
at Occidental College has
resulted in a revision of
earlier assessments of
geographic variation in
the Elegant Quail, a
Mexican endemic. Ink
on Strathmore sketch
paper by © Diego Blanco.

Although he’s come of
age in the era of smartphone apps and online
social media, Diego
Blanco keeps an oldfashioned field notebook
—and carries it with
him everywhere. Entries
from the field notebook
of © Diego Blanco.
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there is more variation in morphology within and among
subspecies than was previously thought. Our results also
showed that the original study on Elegant Quail subspecies
done in 1943 erroneously concluded that some subspecies
always have longer wings, longer tarsi, and longer bills than
others. These findings suggest that plumage characteristics,
rather than anatomical measurements, are the main differentiating factor among subspecies. Furthermore, we found
that subspecies of Elegant Quail at the northern end of the
bird’s range are intergrading, or interbreeding and producing
offspring that exhibit characteristics typical of more than one
subspecies—which was previously unknown in this species.
Future DNA studies of each subspecies could better illustrate the evolutionary relationships of various Elegant Quail
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populations. In September 2016, I presented my research at
the annual Western Field Ornithologists conference in Fortuna, California.
My research taught me not only about the Elegant Quail,
but also about the finer points of scientific research and
the research process as a whole. Creating a research methodology helped me gain organizational skills. I also faced
challenges, such as conducting statistical analyses, which I
was new to. And the study taught me to think critically and
imaginatively about my work. I hope that the results of my
research might be used to advance our understanding of the
population dynamics, habitat, and evolution of the Elegant
Quail, and I look forward to being a part of this and other
ornithological research in the future.
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ABA Event
Tanzania Birds &
Big Game Safari
When: March 31–April 10, 2018
Where: Arusha, Tarangire National
Park, Ngorongoro Crater, and
Serengeti National Park
Hosts: Jeff & Liz Gordon, Adam
Riley, George Armistead and others
Cost: $4250 (single supplement $495)
Limit: 120 (small field groups of 12 people)
Tanzania is without doubt one of the most exciting
trips a birder can make, with hundreds of species
of birds, many of them large, tame, and colorful.
Add to that the iconic mammals, scenery, and
culture and you have a experience that will rank
as among the most memorable of a lifetime. Our
itinerary includes the Serengeti, famous for its
extravagant megafauna, but also home to star
birds like Gray-crested Helmetshrike, Red-throated
Tit, and Steel-blue Whydah. Our tour is timed
with hopes to see the magnificent migration of
wildebeest, zebra and antelope. We will also visit
Ngorongoro crater, Earth’s largest intact volcanic
caldera, which also harbors dense populations of
large mammals, as well as forest brimming with
birds such as Hildebrandt’s Francolin, Schalow’s
Turaco, and dazzling Tacazze Sunbirds, among
others. For superb birding, masses of iconic
animals, and photo ops galore, join the
ABA and Rockjumper for an incredible
adventure into the heart of Africa.

For more details and registration, go to:

events.aba.org
eve n t s @ a b a . o r g • 8 0 0 . 8 5 0 . 2 47 3
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i everyone, I’m Madelyne Ray, a 16-year-old birder from
Ambler, Pennsylvania. I have had the great opportunity
to attend both of the ABA’s Young Birder Summer Camps,

Camp Avocet in 2015 and Camp Colorado in 2016. I loved
both of these camps and recommend them to anyone who is

What Do We Know

interested in birds, birding, and nature photography. I must

note that the itineraries for the camps are subject to change,
so what I describe may be different from others. These are my
own experiences from the camps.

Scenic Cape Henlopen State Park, Delaware,
is on the itinerary for participants in
Camp Avocet. Photo by © Kristen Johnson.
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A
Tale
AboutofBirds?
Bird
Camps
From coastal saltmarshes to glaciers
above treeline, the ABA’s young
birder camps provide unparalleled
opportunities for fun and learning.
Madelyne Ray
Ambler, Pennsylvania
rayofpa@comcast.net
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The ABA’s Young Birder Summer Camps, affectionately known as Bird
Camp, provide teens with unparalleled opportunities for learning, interaction, and wonder—not to mention fantastic birding. In this article,
an alumna of both ABA camps (one in Delaware, the other in Colorado)
gives us an overview of the experience.
left: Here a Northern Bobwhite, an endearing upland game bird, is
espied in the act of singing his namesake bobwhite! song. Participants in
the ABA’s Delaware-based Camp Avocet–2015 enjoyed this species and
many more. The bird was photographed by the author’s friend and cocamper Kristen Johnson.
above: How many shorebird species can you identify in this photo? (And

can you spot the camp namesake?) During their week of birding along
the Delaware Bayshore, participants in Camp Avocet immerse themselves in the field identification of shorebirds. Photo by © Kristen Johnson.
NOTE: ID’ing all these shorebirds isn’t easy! Join the discussion
online about the birds in this photo: publications.aba.org

44
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Camp Avocet
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Location • You are stationed in Lewes,
Delaware, a quaint and charming beach
town smack dab in between Cape
Henlopen State Park and Prime Hook
National Wildlife Refuge. It’s a quick
hop across the Delaware Bay to Cape
May, New Jersey, and close enough to
Chincoteague National Wildlife Refuge
for a wonderful day trip. In addition
to the virtue of being so close to those
great birding hotspots, the town itself
is quite birdy, because it is right on the
Delaware Bay.
P U B L I C AT I O N S.A B A.O R G

The birds • During the time you are
at Camp Avocet, it is the beginning of
peak shorebird migration. If you are a
beginner birder or have not had much
experience with shorebird identification, this may seem a little daunting.
By the end of it, though, and with the
help of the counselors, you will learn
so much about how to tell the differences among species. Many of the areas you visit are coastal, so there are
multiple chances to see gull, tern,
duck, and wading bird species. Some
other birds that you may see are Eastern Screech-Owl, Brown-headed Nut-
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hatch, Northern Bobwhite, Seaside Sparrow,
Black Tern, and Sandwich Tern.
Field trips • There are many amazing field
trips that you may go on during this camp.
Cape Henlopen State Park and Prime Hook National Wildlife Refuge, sandwiching the Virden
Retreat Center, are excellent spots for seaside
birds. Farther north along the coast, Bombay
Hook National Wildlife Refuge provides incredible views of ducks, herons, egrets, ibises,
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raptors, shorebirds, and passerines. During
Camp Avocet, you also travel outside the borders of Delaware to the fabled birding destination of Cape May, New Jersey, and to Chincoteague National Wildlife Refuge in Virginia.
Accommodations • You will be staying at the
University of Delaware’s Virden Retreat Center.
The center consists of a large meeting facility
where presentations and meals are held, plus
a pair of adjoining two-story buildings that

The “Rainbow” lodge
at the YMCA of the
Rockies is a great
place to stay. And if
it rains in the afternoon, you will see a
sight like this. Photo
by © Madelyne Ray.
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house dorm rooms. The rooms hold two to three people
and have their own bathrooms; some have small, screenedin porches. An added value is that the center’s backyard is
the Great Marsh Preserve, a nice birding hotspot.

Camp Colorado
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Location • You stay at a YMCA camp near the lovely town
of Estes Park, referred to as the “Gateway to the Rockies”
because it is just that. With beautiful views of the mountains
and birds aplenty, the town is a great spot to visit. It is also

P U B L I C AT I O N S.A B A.O R G

right on the outskirts of Rocky Mountain National Park,
where you frequently go birding. The town itself, known to
the locals simply as “Estes,” is a charming tourist trap.
The birds • This camp offers a host of different species as
you travel through the varied landscapes of Colorado. From
the plains to the tundra, you will enjoy many raptor, passerine, and hummingbird species. On the plains, you may
get a chance to see Mountain Plovers, Burrowing Owls,
and two longspur species. In the steep foothills, you will
see White-throated Swifts powering overhead and Ameri-
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a sprinkling of Rufous Hummingbirds,
one or two microscopic Calliope Hummingbirds, and, in some years, Blackchinned Hummingbirds. And then
there is the astonishing Pawnee National Grassland, utterly different from the
high country around Estes. You feel like
you’re back in the 19th century, as you
bird along dusty old two-tracks that
wind past long-abandoned windmills
and outbuildings.

Finding an American Dipper is one of the highlights of Camp Colorado. Most
years, it takes a fair bit of searching—but always worth the effort for one of the
iconic species of the American West. Photo by © Madelyne Ray.

chance to observe Clark’s Nutcrackers, Brown-capped Rosy-Finches, and
White-tailed Ptarmigan.

can Dippers diving into a roaring river.
Higher up, you might catch a glimpse
of the elusive Dusky Grouse or American Three-toed Woodpecker. And at
treeline and above, you have a good
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Field trips • Because Estes Park is right
at the doorstep of Rocky Mountain National Park, many of the field trips are
to different parts of the immense park.
But also great for birding is the YMCA
itself, where we took many trips to the
bird feeders for close views of Greentailed Towhees, Evening Grosbeaks,
and more. You also get to go to the
nearby hamlet of Allenspark, with hummingbirds galore! Be prepared for hundreds of Broad-tailed Hummingbirds,

Accommodations • You are housed at
the YMCA of the Rockies, a beautiful
and sprawling space surrounded by
the Rocky Mountains. Along with good
birding, there are plenty of activities.
The YMCA offers volleyball, basketball,
chess, and more—if you find the time,
that is. In the YMCA, you’ll stay in a
building called “Rainbow.” If it rains
in the afternoon, be sure to check out
the awesome rainbows to the east! The
rooms are dorm-like, holding up to six
people; each room has bunk beds and
its own bathroom. There is a meeting
room that you will frequently use for
presentations. You will also have to get
used to being with a lot of people in
different camps or on vacation, but that
only adds to the fun of it all.

Commonalities and Convergences
The birding in Delaware and Colorado
is as different as can be, but some of the
basic experiences are the same in the
two camps. First of all, the counselors
Continued on page 50

Every birder knows never to guarantee a sighting of a species, but, truly, you are
guaranteed American Avocets at Camp Avocet! Photo by © Kristen Johnson.
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Continued from page 48

the ABA chooses for these camps are as
great as they get. They are all very knowledgeable, fun, and organized. They will
help you with anything you need.
Another commonality between these
two camps, thanks to the counselors, is
good-natured competition. At Camp Avocet there is the Big Green Hour and at
Camp Colorado there is a Big Day. Both
of these are fun races to see as many bird
species as you can in the allotted time.
The food at both camps is perfectly
acceptable, and accommodating of any
allergy that you may have. The meals at
Camp Avocet are mainly at the Virden
Retreat Center with few on the road,
while at Camp Colorado it’s a mix of
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meals on the road and at the Y.
Something else the camps have in common: sponsorship by Leica Sport Optics.
Neither of these camps would be possible
without Leica sponsorship. Leica reps
serve as camp counselors and field trip
leaders. They even have free stuff for you
to use at camp and take home.
The greatest point of convergence between the two camps is that they are, in a
word, fun. Experienced and novice birders
get along great, the birds are breathtaking,
and you meet and become friends with
absolutely amazing people. The takeaway
from both camps is the same: Even though
we hail from so many different walks of
life, we come together to see the birds we
love. We’re all in this thing together.

Participants in Camp Colorado
spend a long day at the legendary Pawnee National Grassland,
home to Mountain Plovers,
Burrowing Owls, Ferruginous
Hawks, McCown’s Longspurs,
Lark Buntings, and fascinating
reptiles, arthropods, and plants.
Photo by © Madelyne Ray.
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Sturnus vulgaris

Bird
That Birders
Love
To
Hate
The

Celebrating America’s
most-hated bird

A

few years back, I was on a birding
field trip when someone pointed

out a single European Starling perched in
the top of a sycamore tree. Then a man in
the group shouted, “Somebody shoot it!”
This is a common sentiment among birders
here in the U.S. Most birders have probably
heard a similar phrase muttered—or even have
said it themselves—while out birding. And
I’m afraid many of us can think of cases where
we’ve seen it in print, in birding newsletters
and magazines, and of course online.
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Yes, starlings are aggressive and invasive and
all that other bad stuff. But Sturnis vulgaris is
an amazing species, and, love them or loathe
them, starlings are here to stay. Herewith I present an alternative view of the European Starling. Maybe, like me, you’ll even come to view
the species as a welcome entry on your ABA
Area life list. At least, I hope you’ll look at this
underrated bird in a new light.

Colonization
Many of us know the story of how the European Starling came to be introduced to North
America. In the late 19th century, members of
the American Acclimatization Society, led by
New York pharmacist Eugene Schieffelin, took
it into their heads to introduce to North America every species mentioned in Shakespeare’s
works. And so in 1890, Schieffelin released 60
European Starlings into New York City’s Central Park. A year later, he released 40 more.
Schieffelin is also reported to have released
several other species, among them the Eurasian
Skylark and Eurasian Bullfinch. Populations of
those species, however, did not establish and
soon died off.
But the supreme adaptability of the European
Starling allowed it to propagate across the ABA
Area. Being cavity-nesters, starlings compete
with native bird species for nesting holes. Many
people worry that starlings displace Eastern,
Western, and Mountain bluebirds by stealing
their nesting cavities, but the scientific evidence for population-level effects on bluebird
health is equivocal. Despite bluebird declines

Trysten Loefke
Valley Center, California
brackenbadger@yahoo.com
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Artist Kylee Wiseman explains, “It was
essential to paint a singing bird; the species’
song is striking, almost techno-sounding.”
Adult male European Starling. Ink and watercolor on Arches paper by © Kylee Wiseman.
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in the 20th century, numbers have rebounded in many regions—even though starlings are still present.
Whatever you may think of them, starlings are not going away. They have been well established for well over a
century, and it is impossible to conceive of any effective
eradication scheme.

Plumage
Although starlings are ecologically controversial, there is
almost no denying that they are, in a word, beautiful. The
starling’s black feathers are glossed in a metallic sheen of
violet, green, and blue. Males have long throat feathers creating a ruff, and the base of the bill is blue. On the female,
the base of the bill is pink. How cliché.
Seasonal changes in the starling’s plumage are well
known, but how they get their winter and summer plumages may surprise you. The glossy black plumage in spring
and summer is, believe it or not, the same plumage as the
star-speckling of bright white spots in the winter. Unlike
many species with distinctive fall/winter and spring/summer plumages, starlings acquire their spring/summer plumage by wear, not molt. The spotted plumage acquired in
fall wears down throughout the winter; the spots disappear,
and the result is the gorgeous glossy plumage we see in
spring and summer. The bill changes, too, being gray–black
in fall and winter and bright yellow the next spring.
Starlings have an interesting way of caring for their beautiful plumage. They partake in what is known as direct anting. Starlings collect ants in their bills, raise a wing, and rub
the captured ants onto their primary feathers, thus smearing the formic acid, produced as a defense by the ants, onto
their plumage. Although the full purpose of anting has been
debated, it has been shown to work as a natural insecticide
against harmful feather mites.

Physiology
Starlings forage primarily on the ground, typically in
open, grassy habitats—and they have physiological adaptions to show for it. Compared to their bodies, starlings’
legs are quite long, well suited to walking and running,
rather than the hopping behavior of many other passerines. Their long, pointed bills are perfect for probing the
ground in search of invertebrate prey. Many birds probe
the earth for animal prey: thrushes, godwits, curlews, and
snipe, to name but a few. So what sets the starling apart?
The starling has one adaptation lacking even in the amazing woodcock, a bird that feeds exclusively by probing.
Starlings are one of only a handful of birds capable of
what is termed open-bill probing.
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With most birds and mammals, jaw strength lies in closing the jaws, allowing the animal to bite down and hold
on. But the starling’s jaw works just the opposite of that.
Starlings’ jaw strength lies in opening their bills. They stick
their bills into the ground and then, using extremely strong
reverse jaw muscles, pry open the bill, creating a hole in
the ground, allowing them to use their tongue to forage and
grab their prey. And as a bonus for the rest of us, they aerate
the soil while doing so. An ecosystem service provided by
an exotic—who knew!
Let’s talk about vision. Starlings have some of the most
remarkable eyes in the avian world. A starling’s eye weighs
as much as 15% of the total weight of its head, whereas
a human eye weighs only about 1% of the total weight of
the head. The starling’s eyes are also positioned toward
the front of its head, giving the bird good binocular vision, meaning that it has the ability to judge distance precisely. The retina of the starling’s enormous eye has a high
count of cone cells, giving starlings superior color vision,
including the ability to see in the ultraviolet range of the
spectrum.
Unlike most other diurnal species, starlings also have
high counts of rod cells, giving them good vision in low
light, allowing them to perform impressive aerial maneuvers in the low light of evening, before going to roost just
after dark. There’s more! Most bird species cannot swivel
their eyes in their sockets, but the starling can. When starlings are performing their unusual open-bill probing, they
can turn and orient their eyes, essentially going cross-eyed,
so that they can look directly inside their own bills. A starling can actually see what’s in its mouth.

Murmurations
European Starlings are naturally gregarious, and their habit
of hanging around in gangs, often with other “obnoxious”
birds such as icterids, has gotten the species into some hot
water. Huge flocks of starlings blacken the sky and descend
upon farm fields and stockyards, decimating fruit and grain
crops. Well, so do some native species; Common Grackles
and Red-winged Blackbirds may be just as destructive.
The starling’s dietary proclivities are a double-edged
sword inasmuch as they also consume vast amount of insects that are harmful to farmer’s crops and annoying to
homeowners. And here’s a thought: At the root of their obnoxious gregariousness is the very thing that makes them
so amazing. The so-called “murmurations” of starlings are
among the most awe-inspiring spectacles on Earth. Huge
numbers, sometimes tens of thousands of birds, swirl in
perfect unison, performing synchronized aerial acrobatics,
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According to the artist, “I posed this starling to accentuate the full spectrum of its iridescent plumage.”
Adult female European Starling. Ink and watercolor
on Arches paper by © Kylee Wiseman.
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all moving together as if they were a
single living organism.
Theories abound as to how they pull
off these impressive maneuvers without crashing into each other. The latest thinking is that it’s all about those
amazing eyes: They are constantly
watching their seven closest neighbors
in the flock. This allows the starling to
predict where the flock will move next,
and the result is breathtaking.

gang Amadeus Mozart bought a pet
starling after he heard it in a shop. In
due course, the bird learned to sing a
theme from the Allegretto–Presto of the
composer’s Piano Concerto No. 17 in G
Major. When the bird died on June 4,
1787, Mozart held a full funeral service
in his back garden. At the funeral procession, Mozart read a mournful poem
he had written in the bird’s memory.

Populations
Mimicry
Shakespeare memorably mentions
Sturnus vulgaris in the first act of Henry
IV Part 1:
I’ll have a starling shall
be taught to speak
Nothing but “Mortimer,”
and give it him
To keep his anger still
in motion.
In this short passage, Shakespeare
notes one of the starling’s most celebrated qualities, its supreme talent in
the art of mimicry.
Starlings have been known to mimic
the sounds of sheep, telephones, bicycle bells, people crying, people calling
for their dogs, people shoveling snow,
spray paint cans being shaken, ambulance sirens, truck reverse tones, hens,
owls, and countless other species of
birds.
Particularly notable is the starling’s
ability to imitate human speech, fantastically varied and complex. It’s a
talent that requires both cognitive
skill and a physiologically advanced
syrinx. And don’t assume they’re limited to English! Pliny the Elder reported starlings speaking bits of Greek
and Latin.
The starling’s ability as a vocalist inspired one of the greatest composers
of all time. On May 27, 1784, Wolf-
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Like another introduced exotic in the
ABA Area, the Red-crowned Parrot, the
European Starling may be less common in its native range than elsewhere.
In their native range, European Starlings have suffered substantial population loss. In the U.K., for example, the
population has dropped by 81% since
the 1970s, earning starlings a spot on
the “conservation red list,” officially
the IUCN Red List of Threatened Species. And their numbers in continental
Europe aren’t much better. At the moment, it is unclear what is causing this
decline in Europe. The U.S. population, estimated at 200 million birds, is
apparently stable.

Personality, Emotion,
and Intellect
Put aside for a moment the starling’s
reputation for being a noisy nuisance
that steals grain and kicks bluebirds
out of their nests. They are attentive
parents, making up to 400 trips a day
to collect food for their young. And not
just the females. Dutiful fathers bring
to the nest the foliage of certain plant
species that act as a natural insecticide.
Starlings have even been known to
learn how to open mailboxes!
I accept that not everyone is going to
love the European Starling. The next
time you see one, go ahead and grumble or shout at it if you must. But also
pause to consider just how amazing
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this bird is. Resourceful and plucky,
aggressive and successful, intelligent
and frustrating, starlings are, in so
many ways, just like us.
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Why So Many White Eared Grebes?
Possible interactions among leucism, molt, and pollutants
Peter Pyle • Bolinas, California • ppyle@birdpop.org
Mia McPherson • Salt Lake City, Utah • mm@onthewingphotography.com

O

n July 21, 2017, McPherson was photographing birds
at the west end of the causeway at Antelope Island State
Park, Great Salt Lake, Utah, when she noticed an abnormally white-plumaged Eared Grebe (Podiceps nigricollis),
and then another, and then another… By the time McPherson had traveled a couple of kilometers along the causeway,
she had photographed at least 10 different white or mostly
white individuals (Figs. 1a–j), and had probably seen a few
more. She estimated the proportion of white-plumaged to
normal-plumaged birds around one in 500, far more than is

Featured Photo–leucistic Eared Grebe. This leucistic individual
can be identified as an Eared Grebe rather than a Horned Grebe by
its peaked head, long neck, and upturned bill; see Blumin (2007) for
more on identifying leucistic grebes. Antelope Island Causeway, Great
Salt Lake, Davis County, Utah; July 21, 2017. Photo by © Mia McPherson.
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typically found in any wild bird population. Why so many
white Eared Grebes at one location?

White Feathers
Leucism
Several mechanisms appear to produce abnormal white
feathers. In some cases, intense exposure to the sun can result in feathers so severely bleached as to appear essentially
white, but this isn’t what we are talking about. Completely
white birds may be albinos, although “pure” (or “clinical”)
albinism, as expressed in mammals, appears to be very rare
in wild birds observed in the field—perhaps because birds
are less able to survive the weak eyesight that typically afflicts albino mammals. The terms “dilute,” “ino,” “hypomelanism,” and “progressive graying” have been applied to such
feather conditions (van Grouw 2006, 2012; Davis 2007).
The most common disorder involves one, a few, or many—
but not all—feathers that are partially or completely white.
Here we use the popular term “leucism” (Buckley 1982) for
such birds while recognizing that this word may apply to
several different conditions resulting from varying mechanisms (Davis 2007, van Grouw 2012). As birders are well
aware, avian leucism appears to occur at low levels across a
wide taxonomic spectrum.
It has largely been assumed that leucism has a genetic basis (Gross 1965; van Grouw 2006, 2012). Nonhereditary
causes have also been proposed, however, and have been invoked in birds that replace white with normally pigmented
feathers, or vice versa, during molt. For example, a Steller’s
Jay photographed in Colorado was observed to molt from
“normal” plumage into a leucistic plumage (Shawkey and
Hill 2006, Davis 2007; see Figs. 2a–c), and a leucistic male
Northern Harrier in Florida (Wilson 2017) appeared to be
replacing white with normally pigmented, brownish-gray
inner primaries and black-tipped secondaries. Environmental—as opposed to genetic—factors that might affect feather pigmentation in birds include nutritional stress, injury,
and metabolic dysfunction. Toxins and pollutants have also
been implicated as causative agents for disrupting normal
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pigment-deposition processes in feathers; however, ecotoxicological studies
have focused almost exclusively on
effects related to carotenoids in red
feathers (Hill 2006, Møller et al. 2007,
Eeva et al. 2008), rather than on the
various melanins that result in most
feather pigmentation.
Leucistic Eared Grebes
None of the Eared Grebes photographed by McPherson on July 21
were pure white, with all showing at
least a few grayish or partly gray or
black feathers (Figs. 1a–j). Eye color
in these birds was redder (less pinkish)
than appears in albinos—normal for
adult Eared Grebes—and these birds’
bills were typically dark, suggesting
that clinical albinism was not part of
the equation. Thus, these birds can be
regarded as leucistic. Seemingly high
proportions of leucistic Eared Grebes
have also been noted in Spain (Konter
2015) and at Mono Lake, California,
where Jehl (1985, 2007) has recorded
up to 24 leucistic individuals in a day.
At the Great Salt Lake, leucistic Eared
Grebes have been noted anecdotally at
least since 2003 (M. Moody, personal
communication), but we are not aware
of any published studies of the phenomenon at the site.
Jehl (1985) documented higher proportions of leucistic grebes in summer
than in other months, and, based on
examination of collected individuals,
found that most were older pre-breeding individuals as opposed to first-year
birds or breeding adults. Both Jehl
(1985, 2007) and Konter (2015) posited a hereditary mechanism for leucism
in Eared Grebes, and discussed possible reasons for the genetic expression
of anomalous and presumably maladaptive white plumages.
A few Eared Grebes breed at the
Great Salt Lake, but the majority ar-
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rive there after the breeding season to
undergo their complete prebasic molt
(Behle 1985). Most depart to winter farther south, but some remain at
the lake through winter and spring,
undergoing their partial prealternate
molt at the site. If the grebes observed
by McPherson at Antelope Island State
Park were not drawn from a relatively
small and geographically restricted
breeding population there, then the
high concentration of leucistic birds is
unlikely to have a genetic explanation.
The same reasoning applies at Mono
Lake where, similarly, few grebes breed
but millions molt (Jehl 1985).
Could non-hereditary factors be involved? It seems reasonable to speculate that something in the grebe’s diet
(such as brine flies and brine shrimp,
their favored food at these molting locations) or toxins in the water might
account for the increased incidence of
white feathering. Eared Grebes at the
Great Salt Lake have been found with
high levels of selenium and mercury
in their tissues, and the concentration
of these pollutants appears to increase
with a bird’s age (Conover and Vest
2009). Could these or other toxins in
the water have resulted in leucism?
Recent investigations, suggesting that
pollutants can impede the expression
of both carotenoids and melanins in
birds and fish (see Lifshitz and St.
Clair 2016), indicate this as a possi-

bility in Eared Grebe physiology.

Molts and Plumages of
the Eared Grebe
A bit of terminology
Adult Eared Grebes undergo their
complete, annual, prebasic molt in
July–October, largely at staging areas
such as Great Salt and Mono lakes, and
they undergo a second, partial, prealternate molt in February–May, primarily on the wintering grounds (Pyle
2008). Note that the prealternate molt
includes body feathers and some, but
not all, upper-wing secondary coverts.
First-year birds have a partial, preformative molt in late summer and fall,
and a more limited, first-prealternate
molt in early spring before undergoing
the prebasic molt in May–September.
A role for pollutants?
Close examination of the plumage patterns among the leucistic grebes in
Fig. 1 indicates repeated themes to the
white and dark coloration. Note, for
example, the dark remaining in the
larger scapulars (covering the wing)
and certain nape feathers on several
individuals (Figs. 1a, b, c, d, f, g, h,
j). If the condition producing the white
feathers is ephemeral, these patterns
could result from “molt–plumage interactions” (Pyle 2013), whereby dark
coloration appears in some of the later
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Fig. 1b
Fig. 1a

Fig. 1d
Fig. 1e

Fig. 1c
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Fig. 1f

Fig. 1g

Fig. 1i
Fig. 1h

Fig. 1j
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Fig. 1. These 10 leucistic Eared Grebes occurred within a
two-kilometer stretch of the Great Salt Lake. Close examination indicates that all of them, including the particularly
white bird in Fig. 1e, show at least some dark or partially
dark feathers; they also have red (not pink) eyes and black
bills. Thus, they are not “albinos,” but, rather, “leucistic” individuals. Note that many of them are largely white but show
black on the scapulars and the feathers of the nape (Figs. 1b,
c, d, f, g, h, and j).
This could result from “molt–plumage interactions,”
wherein normal melanin pigmentation returns toward the
end of a body feather molt. If so, leucism may result from
an environmental, not a purely hereditary, cause—perhaps
related to pollutants. The wing feathers are largely invisible
on these resting birds, making it unfeasible to assess the
plumage (basic vs. alternate) of the white body feathers (see
also Fig. 3). Antelope Island Causeway, Great Salt Lake, Davis
County, Utah; July 21, 2017. Photos by © Mia McPherson.
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body feathers to be replaced—often including those of the nape and the scapulars. We
conjecture that potential disruptive effects
of toxins on pigment-deposition processes
could subside by the time the last feathers
were being replaced, resulting in relatively
normal pigment deposition to these feathers.
Factoring in age
The bright red eyes of the Antelope Island
State Park birds (Figs. 1a–j) indicate that they
are not year-old birds (in their second calendar year), which should have duller orange
eyes at that age (Pyle 2008). The white feathers thus appear to be definitive (after-second-year). If they are primarily pre-breeding
birds, as Jehl’s (1985) data from Mono Lake
suggest, one possibility is that they are twoyear-old (third-calendar-year) birds that had
over-summered or over-wintered at the Great
Salt Lake the previous year, and thus had ac- Fig. 2a. On first glance, this striking Steller’s Jay might appear to be an albino. The
cumulated relatively high levels of toxins by dark eye is inconsistent with albinism, however. Furthermore, this individual, monithe time they underwent their prebasic (fall) tored over the course of over a year, started out as a “normal” black, blue, and brown
Steller’s Jay, and then acquired this white plumage through molt—indicating a posor prealternate (spring) molts, respectively.
sible non-hereditary explanation for the white feathers. Photo by © Bill Schmoker.
Alternatively, if the toxins bioaccumulate
in grebes more persistently with age, perhaps the leucistic in “progressive graying” (see van Grauw 2012). Notably, of
individuals are even older birds that have returned annu- eight collected grebes shown in Jehl (1985) and reproduced
ally to undergo the prebasic molt in polluted waters. In this here as Fig. 3, five show normally pigmented remiges (the
case, the effects of pollutants might be cumulative, resulting primaries and secondaries), and patterns of white body
feathers and upper-wing secondary coverts matching
the typical extent of the prealternate molt; three others show white remiges, with two of them showing
dark upper-wing coverts that may be alternate; and
only one shows partially white remiges. This suggests
that the white feathering may largely have been produced by either the prealternate molt or the prebasic
molt, but not always both. We believe that this provides support for ephemeral and non-hereditary causation for the white feathers in these Eared Grebes.

Figs. 2b, c. Micro-structures in the feather of a blue Steller’s Jay (Fig. 2b)
and a white Steller’s Jay (Fig. 2c) have been shown experimentally to result
in striking plumage color differences. Both genetic and environmental factors are likely at play in the cellular physiology of the feathers, which in turn
affects a bird’s appearance. Electron micrograms by © Matthew D. Shawkey.
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Other systems and suggestions for further work
There is additional evidence for elevated levels of leucism in polluted areas. For example, Enders and Post
(1971) found high proportions of leucism in adult
(but not juvenile) marsh sparrows (genus Ammodramus) near Jones Beach, Long Island, an area known
for pollution at the time. Other studies (cited in
Continued on page 64
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Davis 2007, van Grouw
2012) have shown that
birds in urban areas can
express more leucism than
those of the same species in
nearby rural areas.
We propose more investigation into the possibility
that the higher concentrations of leucistic Eared
Grebes at Great Salt and
Mono lakes are related to
toxins in the water, and
that the abundance or
proportions of such birds
could potentially be used to
monitor the environmental
health of these locations.
Determining whether or
not white feathers in Eared
Grebes change through molts and, if so, which molts produce them, would represent a good start.

Fig. 3. Shown here are eight leucistic Eared Grebes collected
at Mono Lake, California; numbers refer to phenotypes defined by Jehl (1985). Note that some birds have completely
or nearly completely white remiges (primaries and secondaries), whereas others exhibit normally pigmented remiges;
one bird (bottom, center) shows partially white remiges.
It may be the case that those showing white remiges
produced white body feathering during prebasic molts, but
those showing normally pigmented remiges produced white
feathering during prealternate molts. The dark rump feathers
on many of these birds (see Jehl 1985) might have resulted
from “molt–plumage interactions,” with the rump feathers
being among the last replaced during body-feather molts
(see Fig. 1). Photo by © Joseph R. Jehl, reproduced from Jehl
(1985) with permission of the American Ornithological Society.
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Birding and the Art
of Careful Observation
a review by Johanna Beam
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A–Z of Bird Portraits: An Illustrated Guide
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S

ketching, drawing, and painting can be helpful tools for the
birder with even the least artistic talent. The three books reviewed here, each with a slightly different focus and approach,
teach the aspiring artist how to develop that talent to tell a more
complete story about birds and birding. We learn to pay careful
attention to seasonal variation in plumages, to the ways birds
use the endlessly varied specializations of bills and feet, and
to the visual and ecological aspects of habitat. The informed
consideration of these and many other details not only makes
good art, it leads to better birding, whether you are a hardcore
artist or not.

B

irders, artists, and natural historians of all kinds ask the
same question—What exactly am I seeing?—and these volumes offer new ways to help us answer it.
Andrew Forkner’s A–Z of Bird Portraits is the simplest of the
three. It is most akin to the traditional how-to-draw books that
are common in bookstores. The book focuses on the practice
of acrylic painting, but the author does talk about using wa-
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tercolor washes, along with some other less traditional ways to
use acrylics. The layout is easy on the eyes, starting with simple
composition tips and then moving on to a consideration of the
finer parts of birds. Among the birder-specific items are the
notes about ensuring that plumage details match the habitat for
that species at the right time of year. This is a small detail for
artists, but for a nature illustrator or birder, it is a crucial part of
telling the story of the bird.

B

oth Bird Portraits and Alan Woolett’s Bird Art use the tracing
method for sketching, a method that is particularly useful if
you plan to have your art reproduced. However, if you’re just
drawing birds for fun or as part of your field notes, I definitely recommend considering John Muir Laws’s Guide to Nature
Drawing and Journaling. I’m most excited about this title’s section introducing the distinctive features of a bird: Wing structure, eyes, feet, and bills are obviously of extreme importance
to identification, and they all need to be treated with care by
the artist. The Guide goes into detail not only about specific bill
shapes, but also about the uses each is put to by the living bird.
This book is not just an introduction to drawing, it is also an
educational resource.
Before proceeding to a rather obnoxiously long series of tutorials, Laws explains that the sample drawings he provides are
meant to help the artist develop their own style while increasing their confidence in their skill. I’m not against this approach,
but the execution here is not effective. By supplying the reader
with the exact colors used, an outline of the bird, and the stepby-step process to draw the bird in the original artist’s style,
Laws deprives readers of sufficient opportunity to find their
own style.
The Laws Guide is devoted entirely to nature journaling, a
quite different concentration from that of Forkner’s Portraits.
Instead of focusing on scientific illustration and painting, Laws
zooms out to a more general theme, one that encompasses the
finer points of being a naturalist. His first section discusses the
importance for naturalists of journaling and, more fundamentally, simple curiosity.
The journaling observer connects in a very personal way with
the world, posing questions freely and openly while watching
a plant or animal. That practice of curious observation is more
important to this book than is the actual doing of art, making
it a good choice for the hardcore naturalist who is also a casual
artist. Bird Portraits, in contrast, is primarily focused on the art
itself and less so on the objects and phenomena behind the art,
whether plumage wear, climate, or geography.
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Laws writes about the importance of building a portfolio of
work, for the personal use of the observer and for potential
publication, or as material for future finished scientific illustrations. The Guide covers all the important details of making a
field sketch: patterns, overall impressions, details, and questioning what you are seeing.
The layout of the book is what I would call traditional art
how-to. Two-page spreads cover quick nature
sketching, skulls, shading and value, and some
odd things such as spider anatomy. In short, this
book covers everything you could possibly need
to know about nature journaling. The book is
as large as a college textbook, but the information inside makes up for what the book lacks
in portability. Probably not a great guide to take
out into the field, the Guide is well suited to
home study in preparation for expeditions into
the wilderness. It is most definitely not restricted to birds, but I would still encourage birders
and naturalists of every level to pick up a copy:
Laws’s emphasis on simple curiosity and close
observation combines with the introduction
to quick-sketching techniques to reinforce any
birder’s all-around skills.

C

olored pencil is usually considered the most
basic of color media, and because of its simplicity is only rarely used in professional art. But
colored pencil can be very precise, yielding detailed and robust drawings, making it an excellent medium for bird artists. In his Bird Art, Alan
Woollett dials in to some of the finest detail possible with colored pencil. Just flipping through
this book gives you a view of a master at work.
From his images of Scarlet Macaws to American
Goldfinches, Woollett has transformed the world
of colored pencil from a largely recreational medium to a rich and delicate artistic resource.
As in most art books, including the other two
reviewed here, Bird Art includes a section on
choosing materials. While you might be tempted
to just pick up a mechanical pencil from your
desk and start drawing, quality materials make
quality art. Woollett briefly reviews various brands of colored
pencils and graphite pencils. Depending on which techniques
an artist uses, one brand may be better than another: For example, if one prefers to layer and blend, Faber-Castell Polychromos would be preferable to Prismacolor Premiers, which
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are softer and thus make it more difficult to effectively blend
colors without overloading the paper.
Bird Art dedicates a two-page spread to educating the reader
in basic birding, field study, and general nature observation.
Once you turn the page, it’s obvious that the pieces reproduced
here are meant as art, not as scientific illustration, a significant
difference from both The Laws Guide and Bird Portraits. Woollett’s style here very much reminds me of an exhibition I visited at Wausau, Wisconsin’s, Leigh
Yawkey Woodson Art Museum, home of the annual Birds in Art show.
The pieces in Bird Art and those in the exhibit at
the Yawkey Woodson, Birds in Our Landscapes,
nearly all depict common birds in everyday locations atop statues, fence posts, power lines, and
the like. Perhaps this is meant to create an interesting composition, but personally I find the
inclusion of man-made objects in bird painting
both distracting and distasteful. By incorporating
artificial elements, one desensitizes the viewer to
the unnaturalness of such habitats. This is deeply
frowned upon in wildlife photography, and if the
illustration of nature and wildlife illustration is to
rise to the same level as its photographic counterparts, I would suggest that artists keep to the
depiction of natural habitat elements.

W

oollett’s chapter on composition is exactly
what I would have imagined. It focuses on
placing the bird appropriately in the space while
still giving it room to breathe and move. This is
different from scientific or nature illustration,
where the bird is placed so as to reveal the field
marks needed to identify it, usually paired with
appropriate habitat features.
This chapter leads the author into a section
treating background. I was very excited to see
this topic addressed. I have myself struggled to
incorporate a suitable background into a bird illustration, and it’s not unusual in nature illustration to see a bird drawn without any at all. Woollett goes into welcome detail about choosing an
interesting background that doesn’t leave the bird
out of context. I was happy to see a page exploring the relevance of the bird to everything around it. The author points
out that the bird should not be eating a bug if it is a frugivore,
or be wearing winter plumage in a summer setting. Details like
these are crucial to making an excellent bird portrait.
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The pieces in this book are largely focused on art, whereas
in The Laws Guide and Bird Portraits, the focus is on the birds
themselves. Because of this, I would recommend Woollett’s Bird
Art most heartily to an artist who loves birds but isn’t necessarily interested in scientific illustration. Woollett’s book is for the
art’s sake, not for the birds’ sake.

N

o matter if you’re a hardcore artist or a hardcore birder, The
Laws Guide to Nature Drawing and Journaling should have a
place on your shelf. As for the other two books, A–Z of Bird
Portraits is fantastic for the beginning bird artist looking for tutorials, and Bird Art should be the companion of any nature artist looking for inspiration and mastery of pencil. Many birders
may not need the detailed advice offered in these books about
composition, media, and artistic technique, but every one of
us can profit from a renewed emphasis on looking closely and
critically.

A Stillness Beneath the Waves
a review by Charles Hagner
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

The Death and Life of the Great Lakes
by Dan Egan

W. W. Norton, 2017. 364 pages, hardcover.

I

love Lake Michigan.
I have driven around its southern end more times than I can
recall. I’ve traced its contours from the windows of jet planes.
And I’ve crossed it by ferry. Still, I can’t help but marvel.
I just love all that water, and how often its appearance changes. Caribbean blue and glassy one day, its surface can be Baltic
gray and roiled with whitecaps the next.
Most of all, I love the lake’s birds: the Snowy Owls and vagrant gulls that appear each winter, the scaup, mergansers, and
goldeneyes that linger each spring, and the long lines of nighthawks that move south along the bluffs in August.
I also love knowing that Lake Michigan supports many more
birds than the few I manage to see. Every spring and fall since
2012, the Western Great Lakes Bird and Bat Observatory has
hired an observer to count the birds that pass a watch site on
the shoreline. From the beginning of March to May 20, 2016,
he recorded no fewer than 187,000 individuals. From September to November that year, his tally was almost 180,000
birds, 125,000 of them Red-breasted Mergansers. And this past
spring, he identified over 176,000.
Numbers as big as these make you wonder how large the
grand total would be if additional observers joined in, count-
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ing at the same time at additional locations around the lake or,
even better, at locations around all five of the Great Lakes.
The observatory’s totals might also lead you to assume that
Lakes Superior, Michigan, Huron, Erie, and Ontario are as
healthy beneath the waves as they seem to be above. But, as
Dan Egan explains in this excellent, eye-opening book, you
would be wrong.

E

gan is a feature writer for the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel,
my hometown newspaper. In The Death and Life of the Great
Lakes, he tells the complete story of the lakes, not only describing their immense size, their natural history, and their fish, but
also reminding the reader of the tens of millions of people who
rely on them for drinking water, employment, and recreation;
the engineers and regulators and politicians who oversee them;
the biologists who study them; and the host of non-native species, at least 186 strong, that now lurk in them.
In 10 readable chapters, the author chronicles invasion after invasion, recording great ecological loss without resorting
to sentimentality, communicating science without relying on
jargon, and raising questions of interest to birders and nonbirders alike. The result will change the way you look at the
Great Lakes. In doing so, this book merits comparison to Silent
Spring, Rachel Carson’s groundbreaking 1962 exposé, which
changed the world’s perception of pesticides.
Egan describes several watershed moments in our history—
the completion of the Erie and Welland canals in the 1820s,
the draining of Ohio’s Great Black Swamp in the late 1800s, the
completion of the Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal in 1900,
and the opening of the St. Lawrence Seaway in 1959—and
explains how each event unleashed a torrent of unforeseeable
ecological consequences that proved stubbornly resistant to
remedy and transformed the lakes in ways that now threaten
bodies of water across the country.

T

he Erie and Welland canals opened the way for barges and
ships to sail all the way from New York Harbor and Canada’s
interior to Milwaukee, Chicago, and other cities, but those new
commercial opportunities came at a high cost. In bypassing
Niagara Falls, the canals sidestepped a natural barrier that for
thousands of years had prevented not only boats but also fish
and other aquatic life from moving upstream from Lake Ontario into the other lakes.
Among the species that took advantage of the newfound access was the eel-like sea lamprey, a sharp-toothed predator that
feeds by attaching itself to other fish and sucking their blood.
“If Bart Simpson had a pet water snake,” Egan writes, “it would
look something like this.” Originally restricted to the Atlantic
Ocean, the sea lamprey found no natural competitors in the
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Great Lakes and quickly devastated populations of lake trout
and other native species, causing the collapse of the commercial fishing industry.
The Great Black Swamp, eponym of the observatory behind the Biggest Week in American Birding, was once twice
the size of the Everglades. Functioning as Lake Erie’s kidney, it filtered rainwater before it could enter the Maumee
River, the lake’s biggest tributary. Draining the swamp created millions of acres of productive farmland but deprived
the lake of its purification system, leaving it vulnerable to phosphorus-induced blooms of toxic
blue-green algae. Egan devotes a chapter to the
problem, highlighting a slick that in August 2014
overwhelmed Toledo’s water-intake facility, forcing city authorities to instruct some 500,000 residents not to drink the water.
The Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal linked
Lake Michigan with rivers that flow west across Illinois, connecting it with the mighty Mississippi. By
pulling lake water westward, the canal improved
public health by flushing away the raw sewage that
plagued Chicago, but it soon became clear that it would be
a conduit for more than barges and human waste: The canal
would also act as a “superhighway” for invasive species, both
from the Great Lakes into the rest of North America and from
the Mississippi into the Great Lakes.
Perhaps the most feared of those invasives is the bighead
carp, a hulking Asian filter feeder that was first released in Arkansas in the 1970s and has been making its way north ever
since, conquering ecosystem after ecosystem. These carp can
grow to more than 100 pounds and consume up to 20 pounds
of plankton a day, starving out native fish. “The word ‘trouble’
doesn’t really capture what is at stake, both environmentally
and economically, if the oversized fish succeed in what has
so far seemed like their inevitable push to colonize the Great
Lakes,” Egan writes.

writes, the Seaway “stands alone among modern engineering
marvels in that it is less famous today than it was in the years
before it was built.” Yet plenty of oceangoing ships have come
through the Seaway, and thanks to a loophole in the Clean
Water Act that exempts discharges from ships in U.S. waters,
hundreds of stowaway species, “living pollution” from around
the world, have ridden along with them. Egan’s chapters on the
fastest-reproducing and most destructive of these invasives—
the zebra mussel, discovered in 1988 in Lake St. Clair, between
Lake Huron and Lake Erie, and the quagga mussel,
which turned up in Lake Erie the following year—
are compelling and infuriating.
In no time, those mollusks spread across all the
lakes, down the Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal, and throughout the Mississippi River and its
tributaries. By 1994, they were found as far south
as Louisiana, as far west as Oklahoma, and as far
north as Minneapolis; by 2007, they had reached
Lake Mead, in Nevada, on the other side of the
continental divide, no doubt hitching a ride on a
pleasure boat towed from the Midwest. Since then,
the invaders have gone on to colonize water bodies in Arizona,
California, Colorado, and Utah, and authorities in the Pacific
Northwest are keeping watch in the Columbia River basin.
Though invisible to me as I watch for birds, plankton-feasting
mollusks now blanket the bottom of Lake Michigan almost
from shore to shore. Under some conditions, Egan reports,
they can filter all of the lake’s water in less than two weeks,
sucking up the life at the base of the food web.
The results, as revealed by surveys conducted by the U.S.
Geological Survey, have been crashing populations of sculpins,
chubs, alewives, and other prey fish that sustain the lakes’
predator fish, and botulism outbreaks on Lakes Michigan, Erie,
and Ontario. More than 100,000 birds—Bald Eagles, Great
Blue Herons, ducks, loons, terns, plovers— have died since the
rampant outbreaks of 1999, Egan writes.

F

T

inally, the series of 30-foot-deep locks between Lake Ontario and Montreal known as the St. Lawrence Seaway has
enabled giant freighters to steam from the East Coast to Lake
Ontario and then through the Welland Canal to Midwestern
cities. Boosters called it “the greatest engineering feat of our
time” and promised that it would transform the Great Lakes
into the nation’s fourth seacoast, but the Seaway never came
close to fulfilling this grand vision.
Closed during the winter, when its locks and channels freeze
shut, the Seaway lost out to ports that operated 365 days a year
and, more important, were able to handle the enormous container ships that soon came to rule the seas. As a result, Egan
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he demise of those birds should be reason enough for birders
to put Death and Life on their reading lists, but I can think
of others.
For example, what’s more important: protecting a public resource or maximizing opportunities for recreation?
A man I met in South Dakota once told me, in all seriousness,
that there were only two types of birds—those you can shoot
and those you can’t. I thought of him while reading Egan’s account of the fishing craze that swept the Great Lakes after the
state of Michigan released exotic coho and chinook salmon,
species native to the Pacific Northwest, in Lake Michigan in
the 1960s.
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Before the salmon arrived, the lakes’ fish were treasured as a
public resource. After the salmon arrived, the lakes were managed as a playground, an angler’s paradise. The craze didn’t last
(there were “too many chinook mouths and not enough alewife
tails,” Egan writes), but it did bring about an environmental
awakening. “Back in the 1960s, nobody really cared about the
Great Lakes,” explains a state biologist. “They started to care
when the salmon came in…That was the first time I saw social
optimism and excitement, and it was because of a fish.”
Another question: Who should take the lead in protecting
the environment: international organizations, the federal government, states, someone else?
Leadership is sorely needed. Egan reports that scientists
know how to throttle Lake Erie’s annual algae blooms, but that
their prescription hasn’t been followed. He writes that an electric barrier was constructed in the Chicago Sanitary and Ship
Canal to prevent the passage of invasive fish, but that it has
never been operated at full voltage. And he argues that the simplest way to prevent future invasions of invasive species is to
stop “salties,” oceangoing ships, at their point of entry into the
lakes, yet ships continue to move through the Seaway.
Finally, just what is the best way to raise the general public’s
awareness of the harm done by invasive species?
Most birders know the stories of the House Sparrow, European Starling, and other invasive species. Nonetheless, in my days
as a magazine editor, I received more than one letter from readers to whom a bird is a bird is a bird. Who are we, they asked,
to pick favorites? Perhaps Egan’s detailed reporting about the
sea lamprey, zebra and quagga mussels, alewives, and Asian
carp will bring the issue into sharper focus than anything written about a sparrow or a starling.
The health of the Great Lakes may depend on it.

A Bird List With Pictures: Why?
a review by Rick Wright
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

HBW and BirdLife International Illustrated
Checklist of the Birds of the World
by Josep del Hoyo and Nigel J. Collar
Lynx Edicions, 2014–2016.
2 volumes, 1916 pages, hardcover.
ABA Sales–Buteo Books HBWCSET

I

n their preliminary remarks to this tally of all the world’s birds,
the authors take the compilers of earlier lists to strident task
for what we might call a lack of transparency:
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Checklists of birds of the world are not particularly strong on
introductions…The modesty with which they have announced
themselves to the world is notable. There are usually some extremely simple statements of intent, usually some explanation
of the taxonomy followed and associated issues, and various
items of house-keeping related to such matters as ranges and
sources; and then the list begins.
True or not, fair or not, no one would level the same accusation at Josep del Hoyo and Nigel J. Collar, who preface the two
volumes of their own checklist with a total of almost 75 quarto
pages of prose explaining—justifying—the taxonomic principles behind the thousands of decisions they were obliged to
make in producing the list. Just a scant half dozen lines, however, are devoted to the question that arises before the reader
has even opened the book: Why should a work like this be
illustrated in the first place?

I

t wasn’t that long ago that nearly all bird books were global,
their subject not the birds of a country or a continent but the
planet’s entire known avifauna. In a time before photography and
largely before public museums, the engravings in early systematic works were the only source of visual information available
to the “birding” public. For example, John Ray’s 1676 edition
of Francis Willughby’s Three Books of Ornithology—the first truly
modern systematic list of birds of the world—was illustrated by
77 plates, each depicting as many as nine species; seventy years
later, George Edwards would prepare 189 watercolors to accompany his Natural History of Birds. In France, Mathurin Brisson’s
1760 Ornithology, treating nearly 1,500 taxa worldwide, was accompanied by 261 plates depicting some 500 individual birds.
His rival the count de Buffon illustrated the monumental Natural
History of the Birds with nearly a thousand engravings, prepared
by a team of more than 80 artists and technicians.
Reading those illustrated lists and handbooks was an experience entirely unlike that of consulting what would ultimately
become the authority for all bird lists, the Systema naturae of
Carl von Linné, the zoological portions of which went through
thirteen editions between 1735 and the end of the eighteenth
century. Starting in 1748, those editions proudly proclaimed
themselves “illustrated with copperplate engravings,” but the ornithological images in the Systema never comprised more than a
single plate showing a representative head, foot, or wing for each
of the Linnaean orders. I have never seen a copy of any edition
in which these engravings were colored. In function and in execution, the single bird plate is completely ancillary to the text,
from which it is separated in the seventh edition, for example,
by more than 200 unillustrated pages. The simple pictures make
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no claim to illustrate species, but merely provide a reference and
a reminder for the terms used in the ordinal summaries; the real
work—naming, counting, and diagnosing species—takes place
in the text, which is concise almost to the point of bleakness. Illustrations would only distract the reader from Linnaeus’s point,
the relentless demonstration of nature’s system.

S

uch extensively, even lavishly illustrated works as
Brisson’s or Edwards’s not only tolerate but invite
a more discursive, less direct kind of use. Flipping
from text to image, birders and ornithologists find
their attention seduced by the picture of an odd or
attractive bird on the plate, and soon slip into not
simply consulting the work but reading it, letting
the pictures guide them to species they had perhaps
not even known existed.
But it was the less colorful Linnaean tradition
that proved the way of the future. Not all of the world checklists of the nineteenth century were exclusively textual; some
of the finest ornithological illustrators in history contributed
plates to the Catalogue of Birds in the British Museum, published
in 27 volumes over the entire last quarter of that century. Those
plates, however, appealing as many of them are, were never
intended to illustrate every species—they are devoted instead
to the depiction of a few newly described taxa, often with the
type specimen itself sitting as model. Most such works of the
past two hundred fifty years, including the great Birds of the
World by James Peters and his colleagues and successors, have
been published without illustrations; some have tick boxes and
blank spaces for the use of birding listers, but most are serious reference works designed for taxonomists and historians.
With no pictures to draw us deeper into the text, the user’s
“reading”—if it can be called that—of Peters, Clements, and
the excellent Howard and Moore is centrifugal; these checklists
are essentially taxonomically ordered indexes leading outward
to the descriptions and authoritative accounts they cite, and are
meant themselves to be laid aside as soon as they have served
that important but limited purpose.

T

he very title of the new Illustrated Checklist announces a return to the older, more colorful model. Incredibly, these two
large volumes contain pictures of the adults of virtually every
extant and recently extinct avian species and a vast selection
of well-marked subspecies. Most of these images are taken
over from the species accounts in the sixteen volumes of the
Handbook of the Birds of the World, but hundreds—representing
newly recognized species and species not adequately illustrated
in the Handbook—have been painted anew for the Checklist.
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At an average of approximately ten species per plate, the figures are not especially large. The most lavishly dimensioned,
at a good 9.5 inches, is the male lyre-tailed nightjar, while the
ostriches stand 3.5 inches tall and the bee hummingbird an
inch and a quarter. The birds on most plates are drawn to a
single scale, but it is impossible to avoid a visual jolt when a
single opening depicts, for example, a dozen gigantic turacos and five diminutive loons, or when a
page turn leads from tiny skuas and jaegers to great
hulking auklets.
The reproduction of the paintings on the printed page is breathtakingly good, such that even
the smallest figures preserve important featherlevel detail. There is little to quibble with here
as to the accuracy of the paintings, and many are
nothing short of beautiful on the page. The small
maps beneath each species image mar the plates
only slightly—and are often helpful in quickly distinguishing
among a page full of near lookalikes.

I

t is captivating to have so many attractive pictures of so many
birds in one place. Captivating—literally so, as the images
draw the user in ever deeper. The facing-page text to each plate
reinforces the centripetal, universalizing intention of the Illustrated Checklist. The only citations on these pages leading to
an outside source are to the Handbook of the Birds of the World;
no bibliographic information is offered for the published authorities for species and subspecies names, which are identified
only by author and date. Where the text relies for one detail or
another on a specific source, the entry in the volumes’ bibliography is indicated by a superscript number so tiny and pale as
to require a magnifying glass.
To observe that the text is self-contained is not to suggest
that it is not useful. Given the constraints of space, the couple
of column-inches devoted to each species offers a fair amount
of information. Each mini-account is headed by the bird’s scientific and English names, with a note where the nomenclature
used here differs from that in the full species entry in the Handbook; French, German, and Spanish vernacular names are also
listed. The species’ conservation status according to the IUCN
Red List is indicated by the usual abbreviations, from LC (“of
least concern”) to EX (“extinct”).
For polytypic species, the authors list each subspecies along
with the author and year of description (but again, there is no
bibliographic pointer to the original publication). Colored bullet points link the subspecies into groups, where appropriate;
each such group is assigned an English name, some traditional
and others newly coined for the purpose. Geographic ranges
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are described at the subspecies level, often in notable but admirably concise detail and sometimes including a brief indication
of preferred habitats.
The most extensive, and for most readers the most interesting, section in each text entry is the taxonomic notes, in which
the authors mention such matters as recent name changes, the
extent of geographic variation, and relationships to other species. This is also where the authors present their arguments
for a number of taxonomic splits they make—many of which
represent departures from other taxonomic authorities.

S

plits and lumps, no matter which authors or scientific bodies
are carrying them out, are an expression of a species concept, a standard for what makes one group of organisms sufficiently different from all others to be labeled a distinct “kind.”
Most birders have heard of the biological species concept and
the phylogenetic species concept, but there are, or have been,
many others put forth over the centuries. Del Hoyo and Collar
invoke a concept that I—and, I am willing to bet, most of us
amateur birders—had not encountered before, by which species are identified by “quantitative criteria” including mensural
characters, plumage, and voice. These differentiating features
were set forth in a paper published in 2010 by Joseph A. Tobias
and colleagues (among them Nigel Collar), and are referred to
in the Illustrated Checklist as the Tobias criteria.
Those criteria and their application have been the subject of
devastating criticism in the scientific literature. For the purposes of this review, I would point out only that the Tobias concept
as invoked here appears to rely on the dubious assumption that
all species differ to essentially the same degree from their closest respective relatives, and that that degree can be “objectively”
measured.
The implementation of the Tobias criteria in the Illustrated
Checklist involves numerically scoring the differences shown by
similar taxa in biometrics, vocalizations, plumage and bare parts,
and ecology and behavior; sympatry and hybridization are also
scored. Some groups, such as the swifts and some shearwaters
and albatrosses, are not susceptible to such scoring, and here the
Checklist simply adopts the classifications used in other works.
Where the Tobias criteria are applied here, the process seems
oddly retrograde, with its focus on phenotypic characters and
its preoccupation with how visually distinct two taxa must be
to “count” as separate species; objectivity, it seems, is obtainable
using a scheme that recalls the mechanical, calculatory methods
of classification that were abandoned three quarters of a century
ago when the typological species concept yielded to more modern, more subtle approaches to the history and evolution of bird
populations. There is a certain sterile elegance to these methods, but I was reminded again and again as I read of such vener-
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able, thoroughly artificial attempts at classification as Jonathan
Dwight’s careful laying out of the juncos a full century ago.
The results here include the surprising resurrection of several “species” an entire generation of birders has never known.
Among the North American woodpeckers of the genus Colaptes, for example, the Red-shafted and the Yellow-shafted
Flickers are back as distinct species; the justification offered in
the taxonomic notes is purely visual, adducing the well-known
plumage differences between “pure” individuals of both kinds.
A consistent application of the same criteria would separate
even more erstwhile species, but such highly distinctive forms
as the Blue Goose remain (quite properly) “lumped.” A casual
leafing through will reveal many other cases of surprising splits
and unexplained lumps, and not a few instances—the Arctic
Herring (Smithsonian) Gull, for example—where recourse is
suddenly had to the modern molecular studies the authors treat
so dismissively in the introduction to their first volume. (The
tone is sharper in the second volume, where the widespread
criticism of the first is responded to in terms downright aggressive; it does little to captivate the innocent reader’s benevolence
to find the authors rebuking one of their earlier collaborators
for his “benighted” taxonomic views.)
Some of these splits require the coining of new English
names. Del Hoyo and Collar set forth a series of onomastic
principles covering capitalization, hyphenation, and the use
of eponyms. Their resolve to replace “wholly inappropriate”
vernacular names with more delicate labels is admirable, but
appears to have faltered when confronted with such traditional
names as the Hottentot Teal.

T

hese taxonomic peculiarities make it unlikely that the new
Illustrated Checklist should serve anyone, birder or professional ornithologist, as a nomenclatural authority. For that, we
have the publications of the American Ornithological Society;
the Clements/eBird taxonomy; the indispensable Howard and
Moore, now by Edward Dickinson and Van Remsen; and of
course the continually updated IOC World Bird List, which includes a marvelous concordance to other world lists including
the Illustrated Checklist.
But none of those so invaluable works has pictures. Any and
all of them will be taken more seriously, by birders and scientists alike, but none of them exercises the visual enchantment of
the Illustrated Checklist. While other world lists are much more
likely to find their way to the wood or the pixels of your desktop, the two massive volumes of the Illustrated Checklist, like
its great forebears from the days before the Linnaean triumph,
are guaranteed to awaken memories and inspire dreams—just
as important for most of us as the latest and most authoritative
taxonomy could ever be.
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CLASSIFIEDS

APPS, BOOKS, ART,
SOFTWARE, ETC.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

FUZZY BIRDS FOR EVERY OCCASION!
Immortalize your favorite bird-watching
find with a one of a kind, realistic, felted
bird soft sculpture that fits on any desk or
shelf. Every bird is handmade with attention
to detail by bird-enthusiast and fiber artist
Melissa Benzinger McGlynn. They make
the perfect gift! Find all current species
or commission a special order at
www.dancingvulturedesigns.com
or contact her directly at
DancingVultureDesigns@gmail.com !
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TOURS: INTERNATIONAL

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

SMALL-GROUP TRINIDAD TRIP
YOU’VE BEEN WAITING FOR!
Special birding/natural history tour led
by Bill Murphy (93 T&T tours, Birdwatchers’
Guide to T&T author, T&T Rare Bird Committee charter member). See 200+ species
including Scarlet Ibis, Trinidad Motmot, Bearded
Bellbird, and Oilbird. Based at Trinidad’s Asa
Wright Nature Centre and Tobago’s Cuffie
River Nature Retreat. Excellent tropical birding, very comfortable lodging, 8
participants only! 11 days/10 nights, Jan.
11-21, 2018. murph3000@gmail.com,
www.TrinidadBirding.com,
(317) 407-0467
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

LONDON & UK BIRDING
WITH DOMINIC MITCHELL
“An absolutely fabulous day of birding –
thanks!” MD, Florida. Visiting London on
business or vacation? Airport layover?
Personal guiding from author of Where
to Watch Birds in the London Area & Birds
of Europe, North Africa and the Middle East
in/from London – many great birds possible
including Smew, Eurasian Bittern, Water

Rail, Caspian Gull, Woodlark, Bearded Reedling
& your target birds. Reasonable rates, many
satisfied customers.
Email dominic.mitchell@yahoo.co.uk
or call +44 7803 927826.

FESTIVALS & EVENTS

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

BIRDING TOURS IN THE
HIGHLANDS OF SCOTLAND, UK
David Slater - Birding Ecosse. Private
Birding Guide in the beautiful Scottish Highlands in the UK. Great birds, stunning scenery
and fantastic accommodation. Maximum group
size of three, we can also quote for bespoke
tours for individuals. We offer All Inclusive
holidays and day guiding. Expert or beginners
catered for. Based near Inverness - pick up and
drop off available from Inverness airport or rail
station. See birdingecosse.co.uk for details, we
look forward to talking with you.

LAKE APOPKA BIRDAPALOOZA
BIRDING FESTIVAL
Ready to Bird New Hotspots? At the
January 18–21, 2018 Birdapalooza, discover
Central Florida’s 20,000-acre Lake Apopka
North Shore, a Globally Important Bird Area
with 360+ bird species recorded. Festival offers
affordable, guided photo and birding field trip
opportunities to spot Fulvous and Black-bellied
Whistling-Ducks, beautiful waders, raptors,
waterfowl, possible Groove-billed
Anis and other rarities plus dinner
keynotes. No Registration Fee. Details:
www.orangeaudubonfl.org/birdapalooza.
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F E AT U R E D P H OTO
One sees a bird like this, and two questions leap to mind: What is it? Why does it look

The
brilliant
answer is
always...

this way? You might wonder what structural cues on this strongly “leucistic” (whitish)
bird enable us to place it to family, genus, and even species. And what genetic and
environmental factors have conspired to create its remarkable appearance.
• Read Peter Pyle and Mia McPherson’s analysis of the Featured Photo, beginning on p. 58 of this issue.

This bird isn’t a one-off. Such birds, although rare, are regularly detected in the wild. Should this plumage aspect be
regarded as a “white morph”? These questions of definition delight and vex birders. Pyle and McPherson provide
their own thoughts, but the conversation is ongoing. Please join the discussion online: publications.aba.org
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